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PREFACE

As a project officer, it is sometimes interesting to
Look back to the origin of an idea, its implementation and sub-
sequent assessment and to reflect on the various decisions,
oversights, and issues that arose in the course of a project.
MAP, the project evaluated in this report, has proven to be
especially fascinating in view of its multiple, changing-and
sometimes elusive--goals, the separation of its research and
demonstration components, and the challenge of rigorous evalu-
ation in the face of selective attrition.

The reader should recognize that this report is a
summary of a single research study of MAP as initially imple-
mented at the three sites, and that it addresses only some of
the objectives of MAP that have been mentioned in earlier re-
source documents. The attempt in the Last chapter to set forth
some of the unresolved issues relative to the various objectives
of the MAP, hopefully, will clarify the nature of some questions
that need to be addressed, both by decision-makers and researchers.

- From the data that are available and from my .familarity
with other innovative projects dependent on human skills, I am
not convinced that MAP will generally achieve the intermediate

. and ultimate goals that have been claimed for it. One explana-
tion is that there are too many other dominating factors, both
in prison and after release, that are likely to dilute any impact
MAP may have; the other is that MAP requires human skills and a
disciplined but non-authoritarian environment that is unlikely
to be found or developed in most prisons. MAP's promise, in
addition to more direct humanistic outcomes--such as removing
the uncertainty of time of release, probably links more with
its potential long-range impact on criminal justice management.
Institutional change and its indirect consequences, rather than
the issues addressed in this report, may be MAP's major contri-
bution. It is still an open question, of course, as to whether
possible achievements such as better coordination, greater
cooperation and more systematic planning of the inmate prison
activities, will result in greater benefits to the inmate and/or
society.

,

ROBERT FOSTER
Project Officer

45
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I. INTRODUCTION

Mutual Agreement Programming (MAP) is an innovative
technique, developed under Department of Labor sponsorship,
designed to increase the efficacy and humanity of prisoner re-
habilitative programs and the parole review process. It was
tried on an experimental demonstration basis in institutions
in Wisconsin, California, and Arizona* during 1972-3.

Under the MAP concept, prison and parole authorities
aas well as participating prisoners agree to a three-way con-

tractual commitment:

Prisoners must assume re;Poniibility for plan-
ning (with prison staff) and completing suc-
cessfully an individually tailored rehabilita-
tive program to obtain parole release at a
mutually agreed upon date;

2. Parole board members must establish a firm
parole date and honor it if the inmate ful-
fills the explicit, objective, and mutually
agreed upon criteria for release;

3. Institution staff must provide the services
and training resources required by prisoners
and must fairly assess their performance in the
program.

The effects of the program, particularly on the .post-
release employment and crime-free behavior of ex-inmates, were
examined in all three states** by James O. RObison, D.Crim.***
In this repor, findings from that study will be summarized
and discussed in the larger context of the program's overall
purpose and potential. Six main topics will be examined:

*- Wisconsin Correctional Institution, Fox Lake
- Central City Community Center, Los Angeles
- Arizona State Prison, Florence
**The California study will be treated separately in an appendix
because in design and implementation it is not comparable to the
other two. The California MAP program involved training in the
community and a center, rather than in prison.

***Robison, James 0.: MAP Markers: Research and Evaluation of
The Mutual Agreement Program, Resource Document 05. (Parole-
Corrections Project, American Correctional Association, 1975).
To be available through National Technical Information Service,
operations Division, Springfield, Virginia

1
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1. What was the program designed to do, and what
ware its expected effects?

2. Of those areas of potential impact studied,
how were they examined?

3. For those areas investigated, what was the pro-
gram's outcome?

4. What is the meaning. of these findings in terms
of the program's overall design and intent?

5. Given currently available findings, what were
&he program's strengths and weaknesses, and
how could the program be improved?

6. How could program effects be better assessed
in the future?

It should be noted at the outset that the findings
reported in this document should be regarded as preliminary,
and do not represent a comprehensive evaluatiOn of Mutual
Agreement Programming, nor is it an assessment of MAP as it
is currently being implemented. Discussed here nre.selected
aspects of the program as it was first tried in Arizona, Wis-
consin, and California. White the program and its research
component were undertaken under less than optimal conditions,
the knowledge glsqred from these first three pioneering pro-
jects has helped to stimulate program refinements currently
in use, and has provided sufficient evidence of the program's
feasibility to encourage the actual or planned adoption of
MAP in over t5 states.

it
This documenbrundoubtedly raises more questions about

the program than it answers, yet it should provide thoSe cur-
rently using or planning to use the program with an overview
of what Is 'known abipt MAP'S early impact and what remains to
be studied..

#-
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II. PROGRAM OR/GINS AND RATIONALE

A. Program Origins

Mutual Agreement Programming was developed in response
to several problems endemic to prisoner training programs and
parole review. Due to lack of communication and coordination
between prison and parole authorities, training programs were
not well synchronized with the timing of release, and prisoner
participation in those programs was not being considered in
release decisions. Underlying these problems was the frequent
arbitrariness of Parole Boards in deciding release readiness.
Criteria for release, often subjective and rarely explicit,
were not known to prisoners or prison personnel and release
times were uncertain, subject to the private decisions of
Parole Boards; release could be denied arbitrarily, with little
or no accountability for such decisions.

Ideally, the completion of training should be coordinated
with release and job placement so that newly acquired skills
could be put to best use. In practice, prisoners often had to
wait an indefinite period before release, and could not plan
effectively for outside employment as long as their release
date was unknown. The U. S. Department of Labor, sponsor of many
prisoner training programs concluded that these conditions
interfered with the efficacy of its rehabilitative efforts.

It became plausible that for the inmate programs to
be fruitful and financially justifiable, some means was needed
which would establish a firm parole date and criteria for
parole and would allow a man or woman to be released on comple-
tion of training and placed in a training-related occupation.

The Parole-Corrections Project was therefore funded in
1971 by the Office of Manpower Research and Development,
Manpower Administration of the Department of Labor, to design
and implement a method to overcome some of these problems.
Basic guidelines for what was to become Mutual Agreement Program-
ming were developed by parole and correctional administrators
themselves in cooperation with Project staff.* The MAP concept
developed from what was first a "prescriptive" solution, whereby

pthe Parole Board prescribes programs for an inmate and promises
to consider him for parole release upon program completion.
This notion was extended subsequently to include prisoner

*See Proceediust The National Workshop of Corrections and
Parole Administraton, February 1972, New Orleans, Louisianna,
Resource Document #2, American Correctional Association,
Washington, D.C.

3
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participation and responsibility as a vital program element
on both humanistic and rehabilitative grounds.

As the program evolved, it included the following
main elements within a legal contract:

1. Establishment of a certain release date;

2. ,Explicit, objective conditions for release;

3. Explicit statement of responsibility for prison-
ers, parole authorities, and institutional
personnel;

-- -
4. Prisoner participation in decision-making and

responsibility for carrying out contract terms;

5. Prisoner choice of individualized rehabilita-
tive programs.

Each element of the program could be viewed as contributing to
a number of desired results -- both short-term and long-term.

B. Rationale

1. Short-Term Outcomes

Considering the short-term outcomes, it was expected
that establishing a certain release date would reduce prisoner
anxiety and uncertainty about release and would help both in-
mates and institutional personnel coordinate training plans
with post-release work placement. It would also potentially
help prison personnel plan for better allocation of training
services. In addition, inmates would be in a better position
to 'negotiate for a job while still in prison.

Allowing prisoners to choose their own rehabilitative
programs and giving them an opportunity to earn release through
their participation would presumably increase their motivation
to work in programs they viewed as relevant to their own needs
and to avoid behavior that would jeopardize their chances of
release at the stated date. Prisoners would also be less '

likely to be involved in disciplinary infractions.

By consulting with prisoners about what they perceived
their rehabilitative needs to be, prison personnel could learn
about the relevance of their services to prisoners and could
have an information base from which to modify or augment cur-
rently available programs.

14
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If contract terms were objective and explicit and if
there were a clear definition of responsibility among the three
parties, Parole Boards would have less grounds for arbitrari-
ness, and delay in release dficisions; parole and prison authorities
as well as prisoners would be held to a "lawful" standard of
accountability. If prisoners were not released because they
violated their contracts, the causes of parole delay would be
clearer to all parties than they are in current.parole practice.
Prisoners would perhaps less readily blame prison or parole
personnel for their further confinement than they do at present.
Prisoners would also have a clearer notion of what behavior
would be expected of them in order to obtain release and would
be more likely to exert effort toward the contract objectives:

By requiring Parole Boards to decide upon and set
definite parole dates and explicit conditions for parole, there
would be pressure to consider parole readiness on more rational
grounds with fewer opportunities for last-minute revocations
and delays. This could be expected to advance the actual re-
lease time closer to the minimum eligibility date and thus
could shorten the average time of imprisonment. For prisoners,
shorter stays would be an obvious bonus; and for prison admin-
istrators and taxpayers, reduced cost without increased crimi-
nality would be a significant gain.

The program's expected short-term results would, there-
fore, be of several types:

1. From the perspective of social justice and
human rights, prisoners would be treated as
responsible individuals, capable of judging
their needs and bargaining within a legal
system to satisfy them. Prisoners would
participate in a system which is lawful, in
which all three contracting parties are held
accountable for their actions. Release deci-
sions would be made more fairly, on more ex-
plicit, objective grounds, with less room for
arbitrariness and inequity. Prisoners
would know what was expected of them to earn
release and would be spared the uncertainty
of not knowing their release date.

2. From the perspective of prisoner rehabilitation,
prisoners would be more motivated to use prison
time and rehabilitative resources more construc-
tively because they would be rewarded for doing
so and would participate in programs of their
own choosing. Participation in a more lawful
and equitable system and the achievement of
planned objectives through industrious, construc-
tive behavior might be expected to contribute
to better attitudes toward the social system and

15
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greater self-esteem. Having a definite re-
lease date, prisoners would have less anxiety
and uncertainty about release and could better
integrate prison training in their post-
release plans.

3. Prom the perspective of prison administration,
better prisoner motivation would mean smoother
program operation and fewer disciplinary
problems. The presence of a certain release
date and access to prisoner feedback would
mean more efficient and effective allocation
and planning of prison services. Shortened
Stays could reduce costs. Clarification of
the administrative role vis-a-vis parole
criteria could free prison personnel from
prisoner criticism stemming from poor morale
and unrealistic expectations.

4. From the Parole Board perspective, objective
release criteria could simplify the decision-
making process and provide a common ground for
decision-making. A clear definition of Parole
Board responsibilities, combined with greater
accountability, could free them from charges
of arbitrariness and unfairness.

The likelihood of these hypothetical, short-term out-
comes actually materializing obviously varies depending on
the degree to which they are within the program's control,
and the way the program is actually implemented.' Some of these
short-term effects may be generally considered to be "struc-
tural" and highly likely, being inherent in the program. Other,
such as reduced prison stay and better allocation of prison
services depend on many other factors beyond the project's con-
trol, such as willingness of the Parole Board to use the mini-
mum eligibility time or the-availabil-itY-Of,hman and financial
resources to improve prison services. One might ----- ---
program outcomes "contingent." It should be noted that these
particular projects were implemented under the assumption that
no augmentation of prison services would be undertaken (or if
they were, they would be equally available to the experimental
and control groups). MAP personnel would attempt to use what-
ever resources were available and put them to better use.

2, Long-Term Outcomes

A primary concern of those within and without the prison
system is its ultimate impact on prisoner behavior after re-
lease. If prisoners are released to the community, will they
behave as law-abiding citizens in the future? Although

6
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there is disagreement among experts in penology, many believe
that employment is a critical key to reducing recidivism.
Looking at the program's elements, there are several aspects
that seem likely to contribute to more adaptive attitudes and
improved employability of prisoners. If these can occur,
then these may contribute to lowering recidivism rates as
well. The general rationale runs as follows: If prisoners
are given a choice of services and an opportunity to assume
responsibility for obtaining release at a certain date through
their own actions, they are likely to utilize prison training
and therapeutic services more constructively and gain better
work preparation as a result. If, because of a certain re-
lease date, their post-release work placement can be better
arranged and follows immediately upon training completion,
their chances of obtaining and keeping a job should be improved.
Ex-offenders with good, well-paying jobs are less likely to be
rearrested.

It is obvious, however, that the chances of an ex-
offender's obtaining and keeping a well-paying job for which
he is trained depend on many factors beyond the program's
structural control. At best, prisoners may receive relevant
training under high motivational levels, with improved coordina-
tion in release placement. But these conditions obviously are
not sufficient, given the weight of other factors, such as the
actual quality of job preparation, the availability of jobs,
and the marketplace for ex-offenders within the larger job
market. Thus, the program's long-term benefits for prisoner
employment must be regarded as contingent. They are possible,
but are not as likely as many of the program's expected short-
range outcomes.

Some believe that the post-release behavior of prisoners
depends more on their own attitudes and motivation than on
external circumstances, economic or otherwise. If this is true
then there is reason to believe that participation in an indi-
vidually tailored rehabilitative program that fosters responsibility
and realistic planning and involves experience with a system
that operates fairly and legally may, for some individuals,
alter attitudes sufficiently to encourage responsible, legal
behavior after release. However, given the complexity of
human behavior and motivation and the limited state of know-
ledge about the psychological underpinnings of criminal be-

' havior, these effects must be regarded as unpredictable.

7
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III. RESEARCH DESIGN

Given the expected breadth of MAP effects -- on Parole
Board deliberation and procedures, on prison administration,
and on prisoners themselves -- an ideal research study of
program effects would encompass all, both short-term and long-
term. For a variety of historical reasons, this research study
focused only on prisoner effects, with particular attention to
the program's impact on employment and recidivism. Although,
as indicated,-these long-range outcomes are dependent on a
number of factors which were beyond the project's control,
they are nonetheless ultimate objectives that are most likely
to be emphasized by the correctional community and the public
at large.

The MAP research design was primarily intended to
answer two questions:

1. How does MAP affect prisoner attitudes and
expectations before release?

2. How does MAP affect prisoners once they are
released from prison, expecially in the areas
of employment and recidivism?

Essentially the same research design was used in
Wisconsin and Arizona (the California program will be discussed
separately, on pages 62 - 65). Prisoners considered eligible
for the program, (see page 1 3) were randomly assigned to one
of two groups: "controls," who would not participate in the
program, and "experimentals," who would be given the option of
program participation by negotiating a contract with prison
and parole authorities. (Not all of those experimentals given
the chance to participate.actually chose to do so.) Assignment
to experimental and control groups was in the ratio of 2 experi-
mentals to 1 control in Arizona (130:65) and 3 experimentals to
1 control in Wisconsin (150:50).

Data collection occurred in Wisconsin from September,
1972, to June 30, 1974, and from November, 1972, to May 31,
1974, in Arizona. Table 1 shows the project's overall plan of
data collection.

Data were collected for both experimental and control
groups at three major checkpoints:

1S
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TABLE 1

GENERAL DESIGN OF MAP
RESEARCH STUDY

CASE FLOW AND DATA COLLECTION POINTS

EXISTING
POPULATION

I CONTROL

ELIGIBILITY
DETERMINATION

NOT
ELIGIBLE

I OBTAIN ELIGIBILITY DATA

OBTAIN INTAKE DATA 1

RANDOMIZE

DECLINE
PARTICIPATION

EXPERIMENTAL

OPEN NEGOTIATIONS

PRESENT CONTRACT TO BOARD

CONTRACT DENIED OBTAIN
CONTRACT

ACHIEVE CONTRACT TERM
I DATA

(IMPLEMENT CONTRACT f

1-
_.

WITHDREW OBTAIN
CONTRACT
PROBLEM
DATA

I.(

OR REMOVED

l'I

I CONTRACT
ICOMPLETE

OBTAIN RELEASE DATA f

4'

[OBTAIN I - MONTH FOLLOW-UP DATA 1

I

V
OBTAIN 3-MONTH FOLLOW-UP DATA 1

(OBTAIN E.-MONTH FOLLOW-UP DATA 1

19
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1. Intake - when prisoners were first considered
eligible, but before random assignment;

? Release - about a week before actual release;
and,

3. Follow-up - at the end of the first, third
and sixth month after release into the
community.

Intake Data focused on prisoner background variables
such as commitment offense, prior incarceration, current age,
ethnic status, educational background, and best pay prior to
imprisonment; as well as prisoner attitudes toward the pro-
gram, the importance of knowing their release date, and their
estimate of the time of release. (By obtaining this informa-
tion prior to randomization into experimentals and controls,
bias in questionnaire response due to knowledge of experimental
status was avoided.)

In addition to data gathered at these checkpoints
on both experimentals and controls, supplementary data were
obtained from experimentals at several stages during contract
negotiation, and during each month they were actually under
contract.

Release Data focused on prisoner attitudes toward MAP's
current and potential benefits and their job expectations, as
well as on Wisconsin staff attitudes toward actual and potential
effects of MAP.

Follow-Up Data .(obtained through parole Officers)
concerned criminal behavior following release, employment
status and job changes, and prisoner attitudes toward the rele-
vance of MAP and prison training for post-release employment.

Most of the data were obtained through questionnaires.

In presenting the results of the study regarding pri-
soners, three basic comparisons were made (within and across 4%
the states);

1. Experimental vs. Control;

2. Contract completed ("contracts") vs. other
experimentals ("non-contracts");

3. Voluntary vs. non-voluntary dropouts from the
experimental group (a finer distinction among the
non-contract group of experimental subjects).

20
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WISCONSIN

1 200.}

STUDY SAMPL

150 1

CONTROLS

TABLE 2

WISCONSIN AND ARIZONA CASE FLOW

TOTAL

395 I-

EXPERIMENTALS

Accent Declined

87

App Denied

Stayed Withdrew
Contract 4

Experimentais
Completed

i____

68
Removed

STUDY SAMPLE

_Non-Contract:.
Experimentals

Wisconsin
Total: 200
Controls: 50
Experimentals: ,150

Contract: 68
Non-Contract: 92 38

Declined: 161-1
withdrew 2

Denied: '27
Removed: 17.1 ''44

TOTAL

143

E

1

PERIMENTA

t 30 I

ARIZONA

1 195

TUDY SAMPL

S CONTROLS

Declined ccepted

Denied pproved

Withdrew Sta yed

1 751
LRemoved

Contracts Completed

Voluntary
Non-Contract
Experimentais

Non-Voluntary
Non-Contract
Experimentais

Contract
Experimentals

Completed
I

Arizona
Total: 195
Controls: 65
Experimentals: L30
Contract: 75

32 Non-Contract: 55
reclined: 30
withdrew: 2

renied: 20
234-------Removed: 3



These three types of comparisons were 'necessary because
the experimental group contained both those who obtained and
completed contracts ("contract" experimentals) and those who,
although assigned as experimentals, participated minimally
or not at all in the project, (either because they voluntarily
withdrew before or after signing contracts, or because they
were involuntarily denied participation, before or after con-
tract signing.) Table 2 shows the breakdown of the full study
sample into these groups.

Since the experimental group with contracts represents
a subset of all the experimental subjects, with special char-
acteristics due to the voluntary or involuntary winnowing-out
process, it cannot legitimately be compared directly with the
control group, which has not undergone a similar selection
process. It should thus be borne in mind that whenever experi-
mentals and controls are compared, the results of the compari-
son could be diluted, since the experimental group includes
non-participants as well.
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IV. PROGRAM IMPLEMENTATION: WISCONSIN AND ARIZONA

A. Prisoner Recruitment and Assignment

In both Wisconsin and Arizona, once eligibility stan-
dards were agreed upon*, the State Project Coordinators super-
vised preparation of a list of all prisoners who met these
criteria and a list of eligibles was posted at the institu-
tion, (with an invitation for any prisoner excluded from the
list who believed he met the standards to contract the State
Project Coordinator, who would review his record.) Copies of
a description of MAP and a sample contract were made available
to all inmates and staff, in addition to a list of frequently
asked questions and answers, and a brief opinion by the cor-
rectional department attorney or the Attorney General's office
concerning the legal status of proposed contracts. Inmates
and staff were also made aware of the program through meetings
with the State Project Coordinator, an individual who was to
serve as counselor, guide,"and inmate spokesman at the inter-
face between project staff, inmate participants, and correctional
personnel (both institutional and parole).

Provisions were made to augment the eligible pool from
future intake if initially too small (as was done in wisconsin)
and to winnow out by randomized removals if initially too
large (as was done in Arizona). Prisoner representatives
witnessed and participated in both the winnowing procedure and
the subsequent randomization procedure for designating subjects
as "experimentals" or "controls."

B. Contract Negotiations

With assistance from the project coordinator and relevant
institutional staff, interested "experimentals" developed and

*In Wisconsin, all inmates at Fox Lake Institution with
less than a 15-year sentence who were parole eligible between
February and August 1973 (except those sentenced under the Sexual
Psychopath Act, or with criminal detainers) were considered
eligible.

In Arizona, all inmates eligible for parole within
project deadlines, with no outstanding warrants, were con-
sidered eligible.
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negotiated individualized programs and goals of their choice,
after assessing their own needs and capabilities in the areas
of education, skill training, treatment, discipline, work
assignment, and perhaps other areas (decisions, of course,
had to be made from programs that were available or could be
developed). (See Table 3 and the sample contracts included
in the Appendix.) The proposed contracts were then submitted
to the institution and Parole Board for consideration.

'According to the Project Coordinators, contract
negotiations (involving the inmate, Project Coordinator, a
Parole Board member, and an institution representative) were
usually at least an hour long, and often much longer, with
the Coordinator at times acting as the inmate's spokesman and
advocate and assisting the negotiation. The Coordinator would
present the contract proposal, discussing the reasons for mak-
ing such a proposal. The inmate would then attempt to justify
the behavioral objectives and the release date. According to
the State Project Coordinators, in some instances when an
inmate requested release on a certain date the Parole Board
and institution representatives would require a greater level
of cooperation and input from the inmate, through the addition
of other features of the program (such as counseling), in
exchange for a reduction of the release date by one or two
months, depending on the amount of.time the contract covered.

Normally, it was not necessary to appear before the
Parole Board again after contract signing, thus lessening
the Parole Board workload, and increasing inmate certainty of
release. (See comments on page 18 regarding contract changes
in Arizona.) Those who refused or were denied a contract
presumably returned to the general population without prejudice,
and were once again subject to the traditional parole review
procedures.

C. Contract Implementation and Completion

The MAP models in Wisconsin and Arizona held the Project
Coordinator responsible for monitoring the progress of the
prisoners and for individual monthly progress summaries and
review with prison and parole officials. (See comments.on
page 18 regarding changes in Arizona.)

For both operational and research purposes, it was
important that contract terms be precise and explicit as
possible. However, heavy reliance had to be placed on the
judgment of staff regarding a person's level 'of accomplishment.
Contracts were worded in the simplest and briefest form pos-
sible, preferably one sentence per term. (See sample contracts
in Appendix C .) The institutional representative primarily
responsible for satisfaction of a given term (e.g. vocational

14
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TABLE 3

DISTRIBUTION OF CONTRACT TERMS

(Based upon 133 contract experimentals
in Arizona and Wisconsin)*

Contract Terms Contracts ConLaining Terms

1. Treatment 82%
2. Discipline 80%
3. Skill Training 62%
4. Education 62%
5. Job Assignment 48%

*Data for the total experimental sample are unavailable.

TABLE 4

MONTHS FROM CONTRACT ENTRY TO PRISON RELEASE

(Cumulative Distribution)

Wisconsin Arizona Total

One month or less 0% 9% 5%
Two months " OD 0% 24% 13%
Three * OD OD 10% 50% 31%
Four ..

" 35% 62% 49%
Five 0 Do 56% 71% 64%
Six II 0 65% 82% 74%
Seven " 82% 98% 91%
Eight "

.. lb 96% 100% 98%
Nine 0 OD 100% 100% 100%
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instructors for part .0"tiation in training, or social workers
for group sounSelin ould provide copies of contract terms
on appropriate subje and would make a monthly review of
progress in that area. All reviews were made within the frame-
work of:

0
Satisfaextory or more than satisfactory;41.

2. Less than satisfactory.

In the absent
Coo4dinators would en
eaontract term fo
was ue. Only when "
judged by staff was"
the prisoner and the.

3/of contrary information, State Project
er the rating of "satisfactory" for
each subject whenever a progress report
ss than satisfactory progress" was
pill statement necessary (sent to both
tate Project Coordinator), stating the

extent to which satisfaction of the contract term was jeopardized
and corrective measdPV% necessary to satisfy the term. The
statement had to show clearly that failure to satisfy the term
was due to unsatisfactory prisoner performance, not breach on
the part of the program or institution. Prisoners could sub-
mit written complaints if they believed the institution was
failing to deliver on its program commitments. The Project
Coorillinator was to conduct an inquiry on such complaints:. and
was required to make a written reply of his findings. (Although
the'original state motels called for an arbitration board of .
some type, this feature was eliminated in these Arizona-Wisconsin
projects, at the requestf state officials.) If problems could
not be resolved, the morNt9formal step of contract renegotia-
tion was necessary, UV the institution did not fulfill its
role in providing s vicps, the relevant contract term was
considered satisfied, d the contract would not be forfeited.)

D. State Differences

Although the MAP progra s were basically the same in
Wisconsin and Arizonsbkthere we e some differences in design
and actual implementiSon. In W sconsin, but not Arizona, the
MAP model included access for experimentals and controls to
Intensive Employment Placement, a separate but inter-related
program administered by project staff, which made allowances
for spedkal employmelie:services to be affered each inmate.
There-included pre-reLease training for employment-seeking,
pre=771ease employmekbAnterviews, and job placement. (See
App,ndix B.)

. Wisconsin bass had much richer facilities for
prisoners than Arizon both used training resources within
and without the institution, but Arizona had to rely more
hiplAiily on those outside the institution. (As the
t Agning placements in Arizona remained at a critical level
thFlpghout the'experilirnt.).

eV( 2 6
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The MAP project in Arizona operated under considerably
more constraint than in Wiscohsin, in addition to the limited
rehabilitative resources. Changes occurred in the Parole
Board composition while the project was underway, resulting in
a more conservative Board which unilaterally reworded several
aspects of the contracts and required that inmates appear again
to confirm contract completion. Whereas contracts had
originally specified that release would occur "on or before"
a given date, handwritten notices reading "on or after" were
inserted by the Board in every contract (without, however,
affecting the operating procedures or release dates). In
addition, the Board unilaterally altered contract wording that
had specified the Project Coordinator as the party who would
decide, "all questions, issues, or disputes respecting deter-
mination of successful completion of any program or service
objectives," changing "Project Coordinator" to "Board of
Pardons and Paroles,"*

Contract periods in Wisconsin and Arizona ranged between
1 and 9 months, with exactly 1/2 of the prisoners spending 4
or fewer months, and 1/2 serving 5 or more months (see Table 4).
Because the Arizona project negotiations took somewhat longer
than in Wisconsin, contract implementation started later --
although Arizona had the same final project cut-off date. As
a result, Arizona contracts tended to be of shorter duration
than in Wisconsin. One-fourth of Arizona prisoners served 2
months or less, whereas none were shorter than 3 months in
Wisconsin. Furthermore, 2/3 of the Arizona contractess were
released within 4 months of entering contracts, compared to
1/3 in Wisconsin. In that state, 1/6 of the cases spent 8
months or more under the contract, while only a single case
in Arizona served that long.

*It is not clear what effect these modifications had
on prisoners int-Arizona, but they might be expected to reduce
confidence in release date certainty and perhaps, therefore,
somewhat reduce Efie program's motivational effects. There is
some suggestive evidence of the former effect in the Arizona
survey of prisoner attitudes at release (see page 35 ), when
the pattern of response in compared to that of Wisconsin.

17.
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V. RESEARCH RESULTS

A. Background Variables

Efforts to obtain comparable subjects in the control
and experimental groups (through random assignment) were for
the most part successful in Wisconsin and Arizona, judging
by background variables such as age, ethnic background, com-
mitment offense, prior record, etc. (see Table 5). However,
in Arizona there was one flaw in the randomization process:
controls, on the average, had served less time before intake
than experimentals. TIVW°iNdian time served for all Arizona
subjects was 15 months, but about 1/5 fewer controls than
experimentals had served 15 months in their current stay.
This difference should be borne in mind in interpreting sub-
sequent comparisons between control and experimental groups,
particularly as it relates to the project's effects in shorten-

eiting the length of stay.

As noted earlier, within the experimental group there
was a winnowing.of contract subjects, due both to self-
selection and selection by the Parole Board. As a result,
certain background differences are apparent between contract
and non-contract experimentals.* These should also be con-
sideked in interpreting subsequent findings; since any dif-
ference observed between the various subgroups of the experi-
mental sample or between the control and contract experimental
groups is likely to result from this selection process rather
than from MAP;

1. In Wisconsin, contract cases were signifi-
cantly more likely than non-contract extYeri-
mentals to have had prior imprisonment. This
appeared to be a self-selection effect, first-
termers tending to voluntarily decline contracts,
possibly because they felt more certain of being
released at the earliest posgible date.

2. In Arizona, contract cases were significantly
more likely than non-contract experimentals
to have homicide, assault, or robbery offenses,

*The noncontract experimentals are a heterogenous groups
those who declined contracts; those who were denied them; those
who voluntarily withdrew after signing contracts; and those
removed from contract for disciplinary reasons (see Table 2).
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Background
Characteristic

MAP

TABLE 5

PARTICIPANTS:. BACKGROUND CHARACTERISTICS*

Contract
#

/

Experimentals
State

N

Total
%

Controls
# %

Total
Experimentals
# % %

Non-Contract
II %

No period of prior adult A 193 54.9 64 54.7 129 55.0 75 50.7 54 61.1
incarceration . W 184 63.0 45 53.3 139 66.2 67 71.6 72 61.1

Median age at project A 195 48.7 65 53.8' 130 . 46.2 76 47.4 54 44.4
entry (Wisc: 23 yrs or
less; Ariz; 28 yrs or
less)

W 198 48.0 50 52.0 148 46.6 67 47.8 81 45.7

Member of minority 'A 195 48.2 65 56.9 130 43.8 76 40.8 54 48.1
ethnic group W 197 43.1 50 44.0 147 42.9 67 38.8 80 46.2

High school education A 194 41.6 65 33.9 129 45.7 75 46.7 54 44.4
completed W 196 36.2 48 35.4 138 39.1 68 33.8 70 44.3

Best job prior to incar- A 163 37.4 55 40.0 108 36.1 64 37.5 44 34.1
ceration paid $3.00/hr
or more**

W 168 60.1 40 52.5 128' 62.5 62 54.8 66 69.7

Median time served prior A 195 48.7 65 61.5 130 42.3 75 46.7 55 36.4
to MAP randomization W 200 51.5 50 44.0 150 54.0 68 51.5 82 56.1
(Wisc; 10 mos or less
Ariz: 14 mos or less)

*Note: For Incarceration offense, see Table 6.

**Questionnaire item wording differs between states.



TABLE 6

NUMBER IN EACH SAMPLE GROUP BY

C V
WISCONSIN
NV Ct X SS

COMMITMENT OFFENSE

C V
ARIZONA

NV Ct X SSCOMMITMENT OFFENSE

29 19 22 38 79 108 PROPERTY 31 13 10 28. 53 82

12 12 16 23 51 63 BurglarY 13 8 5 14 27 40
5 1 3 3 7 12 Theft 14 3 2 5 10t 24
7 2 3 10 15 22 Forgery 2 1 2 5 9 10
5 4 0 2 6 11 Auto Theft 2 1 1 4 7 8

9 12 13 22 47 56 VIOLENCE OR THREAT 18 10 5 37 52 70

6 9 11 19 39 45 Robbery 5 5 3 18 26 1
2 2 1 3 6 8 Assault 10 3 1 12 16 26
1 1 , 1 0 2 3 Homicide 3 2 1 7 10 13

5 3 5 3 11 16 SEX 6 3 7 2 12 18

4 2 3 1 6 10 Rapes inc. Stat. 3 1 2 1 4 7

1 1 2 2 5 6 Other Sex 3 2 5 1 8 11

5 4 2 4 10 15 DRUGS 8 5 1 7 13 21

2 0 2 1 3 5 MISCELLANEOUS 2 0 0 2 2 4

200 TOTAL 195

Study Sample Groups

. C = Control
V = Voluntary Drops from ContraCt (Experimental)
NV = Non-Voluntary Drops from Contract (Experimental)
Ct = Contract Experimental
X = Total Experimental
SS = Total Study Sample
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and less likely to have sex or drug offenses
(see Table 6). (This difference was pronounced
among the involuntary non-contract group, com-
pared to the voluntary group. Self-selection
and, far more powerfully, an administrative
screening effect is likely.)

3. Again in Arizona, contracts and non - contract
experimentals differed significantly it. responses
when asked to indicate how much effort they would
make to know their release date (see pages 32 - 33).
Contract.cases were significantly more likely
than non-contract cases to claim a willingness
to go to ';a. hell of a lot" of trouble to know,
with voluntary and involuntary non-contract cases
similar to one another. In Wisconsin, although
contracts and non-contract experimentals reacted
similarly to this question, within the non-
contract group non- voluntary rejects showed sig-
nificantly greater investment inclinations than
those who voluntarily withdrew.

Comparing the subjects within the non-contract experi-
mental group in Wisconsin, there was a significantly higher
proportion of relatively well-educated individuals (having
finished high school) among those denied or removed from con-
tract than among those who voluntarily refused or withdrew
from contracts. This suggests that there was an administra-
tive selection effect, with Parole Board members preferring
to admit to contract those with less education.

B. Feasibility

A primary question for the designers of MAP programming
prior to its implementation in Arizona, Wisconsin and California
was whether the program was at all feasible. Could the rigors
and implications of a signed contract be tolerated in a system
accustomed to maximal discretion and unilateral control? Could
Parole Board members set release dates in advance and adhere
to their commitments to release prisoners by those definite
agreed-upon dates, barring major disciplinary infractions?
Would prisoners accepted for contract programming be able to
fulfill their commitments satisfactorily? Would institutional
personnel provide the services required by prisoners?

The answers in all three states to these questions
were "yes," although, as we have seen in Arizona (see page 18)
not without difficulty. We will examine these questions in
turn.
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1. Can Parole Board Members Set in Advance and Adhere
to Prison Release Commitments?

Looking at the experimental group, which initially
numbered 150 in Wisconsin and 130 in Arizona, the number of
successfully completed contracts was 68 (45% of those possible)
and 75 (58% of those possible), respectively. If we examine the
winnowing pattern for experimentals (see Table 2) the bulk of
removals from the program occurred before contract negotiations,
usually due to voluntary withdrawals by prisoners (often in
anticipation of relatively early release without the program).
Only 18% of prisoners wanting contracts in Wisconsin and 15%
in Arizona were denied them by Parole Boards.during the negotia-
tion phase, usually because the Board members felt that an
insufficient period of their terms had been served. Attrition
after contract signing, usually involuntary, was almost always
due to a disciplinary infraction. A few voluntarily withdrew
from the program.

By September 1, 1973, the target date for release of
all contract experimentals, 100% of all 68 inmates who completed
contracts were released in Wisconsin while 72 of the 76 contract
experimentals in Arizona had been released. Parole Board mem-
bers gave contracts to most of those who requested them (despite
the fact that'eligibility selection procedures did not involve
stringent screening apart from statutory exclusion factors and
project eligibility was extended to a wide spectrum of prisoners),
withdrew them only on presumably legitimate disciplinary grounds,
and honored those that were fulfilled.

2. Can Prison Staff Provide the Services Required by the
Contracts?

There is virtually no evidence in either Arizona or
Wisconsin of contracted services not being provided. In a few
instances, due to illness, accident or indisposition when ser-
vices were unavailable, alternate means were found to satisfy
contract terms. In one instance in Arizona a prisoner was allowed
to complete his contract without access to a contracted training
course, due to circumstances beyond the control of the institu-
tion or project staff.

Although the program was implemented on the assumption
that only existing services would be used, in Arizona there was
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an expansion of services to both experimentals and controls in
response to the program. As described by Victor Reyes, State
MAP Coordinator:

Because of the limited programs and resources,
expansion had to be planned, and new resources
developed and aligned to coincide with the MAP
experiment. Treatment staff in the institution
had to be willing to provide counseling services
which were not readily available previously. We
had to make use of existing programs and develop
individualized on-the-job placements, tests, and
other materials for additional programs such as
plumbing, cooking and bakery, construction trades,
recreation, and hospital orderly. The department
implemented new training programs, changed the
rules and cooperated in accommodating project cli-
ents in five new programs. These vocational clas-
ses, including photography, TV and radio repair,
automobile mechanics, upholstery, and welding,
were implemented at the Safford Conservation Center
and complemented the on-going vocational programs
at the State Prison at Florence...The flow of per-
sons into the community was accelerated, and half-
way houses expanded to accommodate individuals
in training.

Evidence from both Wisconsin andArizona suggests that
institutional personnel attempted wholeheartedly to provide
contracted services.

3. Can Prisoners Accepted for Contract Programming Fulfill
Their Commitments Satisfactorily?

Looking at the performance of the experimental prisoner
group, we find that altnough attrition was high among potential
contractees, it occurred primarily during the contract negotia-
tion phase. In Wisconsin, 24% of cases either declined initial
involvement or voluntarily removed themselves from contract
consideration at some point prior to formal signing. A parallel
loss occurred in Arizona (23%), despite the earlier winnowing.
of thoie who did not complete the intake questionnaire. The
major factor influencing these voluntary withdrawals was
apparently the belief that they would soon be released regard-
less of the program.*

*The fact that the program was new and untried may have involved
many uncertainties in the eyes of inmates which alsq might have
influenced the rate of non-participation.
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Among thoie inmates whose contracts were approved by
the Parole Board, a sizeable proportion (94% in Arizona and
78% in Wisconsin) completed them satisfactorily. Aside from a
few.inmates who voluntarily withdrew, contract attrition was
due entirely to cancellations due to disciplinary infractions
rather than failure to complete other contract terms.

Judging by the performance of the contract experimentals,
it is obvious that while every prisoner may not be eligible or
motivated for MAP participation, many prisoners apparently can
assume responsibility for planning and fulfilling the terms
of their contracts to the satisfaction of prison and parole
authorities.*

These findings, taken together, of Parole Board,
institutional and prisoner cooperation and responsibility appear
to document the feasibility of the contract model.

C. Employment

1. Summary Findings

The effects of Mutual Agreement Programming upon post-
release employment were studied from a number of perspectives,
including: ease of finding a job; employment status (employed
vs. unemployed); changes of employment status; turnover in job;
training post-release; expected and .actual pay level pre- and
post-prison; expected and actual career change pre- and post-
prison; occupational category; and prisoner views of relevance
of prison training and work programs for their current job.

Taking the Arizona and Wisconsin analyses, for almost
all of these aspects of post-prison employment, there were no

*We do not know, of course, how stringently prison staff enforced
the standards set out in the contracts. Contracts were often
sufficiently ambiguous when describing the level of achieve-
ment to allow some room for possible leniency. The fact that
no one was rejected for failure to achieve any contract elements
other than discipline does raise questions about the enforce-
ment of standards. According to the State Project Coordinators,
those in jeopardy of losing contracts due to performance failure
corrected their behavior when counseled by the Project Coordina-
tor and relevant staff members and confronted with the risk of
contract lo.ss.
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TABLE 7

EMPLOYMENT COMPARISONS -- DIRECTION OF DIFFERENCE-

Experimentals vs. Controls, Contracts vs. Non-Contracts**

Experimentals
(vs. Controls)

Contract Experimentals.
(vs. Non-Contract
Experimentals)

1. Employed full-time 2 mo. after
release

wisc. r

Ariz.
- 4.3
-14.6%

+ 8.2%
-16.2%

2. Employed full-time at the end of Wisc. -14.6% + 1.0%
6 mos. after release Ariz. +16.6% +12.3%

3. Job obtained in less than 1 wk. Wisc. -12.4% - 9.0%
after release. Ariz. +10.7% 0.0%

4. Hourly wage at least $3/hr. 1 mo. wisc. +14.1% +15.4%
after release. Ariz. - 7.5% + 6.7%

5. Hourly wage at least $3/hr. 6 mos. wisc. + 2.1% +19.5%*
after release. Ariz. + 9.4% -10.0%

.

6. Earnings at 1 mo. better than pre-
imprisonment earnings (177 cases:

States
Combined

+18.2% N/A

Aig..0z.e or below S3/hr..)_

7. Earnings at 6 mos. better than pre-
imprisonment earnings (above or
below $3/hr.)

States
Combined

+16.9% N/A

8. Earnings at 6 mos. after release
better than at 1 mo. after release
(above or below $3/hr.)

States
Combined

+ 6.8% N/A

+ = better performance * = statistically significant better performance
- = worse performance Percentages = degree of difference between comparison groups

**For the full comparisons concerning all employment variables analyzed, see:
Robison, James O., The Mutual Agreement Program: Research and Evaluation Resource
Document #5, (Parole COrrectioes Project: American Correctional Association, 1974).



significant differences* between experimental and control sub-
jects, or, for that'matter, between contract and non-contract
experimentais.

The only statistically significant differences found
were that;

1. At release(wen state samples were combined for
analytic purposes) experimentals were more likely
than controls to have underestimated their later
hourly earnings at 3 and 6 months (although both
groups tended to overestimate.)

2. Experimentals were more likely than controls to
earn more, at 3 and 6 months following release,
than they did before entering prison.

Both findings, however, could have been produced by
chance, given the large number of comparisons being made. One
must conclude, therefore, that there is no evidence that MAP
had an effect on the employment of prisoners following release.
No attempt was made, ,as was done in the study of recidivism
rates (see below) to analyze the data further according to
subgroups to determine whether MAP was more effective for some
Subgroups than others. Table 7 summarizes many of the find-
ings in this study with respect to employment after release.

D. Recidivism

1. Summary Findings

In examining the effects of MAP on recidivism, the
primary measure used was the arrest-free "clean" rate among

V'

id

It should be noted, in reviewing these follow-up findings,
as well as those on post-release arrest-free behavior, that the
follow-up sample was not the entire study sample, since it in- .

cluded only those who were released within project time limits.
Further, not all of those released could be obtained for follow-
up study, particularly in Arizona. Thus, the sample size is
smaller than the pre-release sample, and statistical results
are somewhat less reliable.
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TABLE 8

PERCENT AND NUMBER OP EXPERIMENTALS
AND CONTROLS ARREST-FREE

6 MONTH PERIOD AFTER RELEASE

CONTRACT vs NON-CONTRACT
TOTAL CONTROLS vs EXPERIMENTALS EXPERIMENTALS EXPERIMENTALS

Wisc % 73.0% 81.2% 70.6% 69.1% 73.2%

H 141 32 109 68 41

%riz % 68.1% 58.3% 70.8% 67.2% 81.8%

H 113 24 89 67 22

TABLE 9

DIRECTION OF DIFFERENCE
COMPARISON or ARREST -FREE PERFORMANCE

(Experimentals vs Controls)

SIX MONTHS AFTER RELEASE
BY BACKGROUND CHARACTERISTICS*

Experimentals outperformed
controls when:

Controls outperformed
By: experimentals when By

Pre-prison wage at or above 3% Pre-prison wage below 8%
$3.00/hr. $3.00/hr.

High School completed 6% High School not completed 4.
Not minority ethnic 4% Minority ethnic group 7%
Does not attribute offense

to low income
2% Blames low income for

offense
12%

Half or less job prepara-
tion in prison

18% Most or all of job pre-
paration in prison

17%

Imprisoned more than once 11% Imprisoned only once 10%

*None of these differences are statistically significant in
reliability.
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experimentals and controls at 1, 3, and 6 months* following
release. Judging by this criterion, there were no statistically
significant differences between experimentals and controls (see
Table 8) at even trend level. In Wisconsin, controls had an
111 edge' over experimentals and in Arizona, experimentals held
a 12% edge over controls. Comparisons on the basis of return
to prison and other forms of major disposition (typically at a
misdemeanor level) failed to yield statistically significant
results.

On the assumption that the program's effects on reci-
divism might be selective, affecting, certain subgroups of the
prisoner population more than otheri, further analysis was under-
taken in relation to the arrest-free status criterion. Among
the factors examined were inmate claimed relevance of prison
preparation for the current job; inmate belief that economic
factors had contributed to their criminal behavior; ethnic
minority status; educational level; best pre-imprisonment hourly
wage; participation in Intensive Employment Placement in Wiscon-
sin (see Appendix B); and the types of contractual terms requited.
Again, no statistically reliable differences were found. These
findings suggest that at least these inmate characteristics did
not affect the impact of the MAP program. Differences between
contract and non-contract cases in the experimental groups were
also not found to be statistically significant.

Although an analysis was conducted to attempt to identify
prisoner subgroups which were crime-free and correlate their
success with background factors (see Table 9) or specific contract
components, the subject population was too small to permit
adequate sized groups for statistical comparison. The findings
suggested that the program might favor those who are socially
advantaged already, but the data analysis was not specifically
addressed to the question of whether those who might have been
likely to recidivate did so less frequently among the experimentals
than the controls.

E. Employment and Recidivism Outcomes: Discussion

As in any research study, the finding of no significant
differences between experimentals and controls (for employment
and for arrest-free performance following release) raises many -

questions, and answers few. Is MAP, as designed, incapable of
bringing about the long-range changes it is intended to produce?
Did it create unintended and undesired effects? Were some of

Data for 1 and 3 months post release are found in the Robison
report; results are similar.
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its positive results not revealed by the research measures
used? Were there factors in the program's implementation
which impaired its efficacy? At present, we have no answers.
Until there are detailed studies of the program's more inter-
mediate results, we cannot begin to know, why its lorig-range
intended benefits were not apparent. If the program failed to
elicit a significant degree of inmate motivation, it is unlikely
that their participation in contracted rehabilitative activities
would have yielded sufficient changes in attitude and achieve-
ment level to affect future employabilitpv-.B.ven if they were
highly motivated, if the rehabilitative programs were of poor
quality (a factor over which the program had no control in
these projects), it is unlikely that they would perform well
in the job market.

Assuming for the moment that the program optimally
.

produced its intended intermediate results (i.e., prisoners
were highly motivated to participate wholeheartedly in well-
chosen programs which improved their marketable skills and gave
them greater self-confidence), and assuming that they were able
to coordinate training and release plans, it is still possible
that in a tight job market (in which "ex-cons" are rarely con-
sidered preferred employees) the quality of their job pre-
paration was overshadowed by other considerations in the market-
place. (To take a hypothetical case, even if more MAP contract
experimentals obtained their GED's than those not under contract,
if there were no openings for individuals with only a high
school education, the program's effects would not be evident.)

In examining the program's lack of statistically
significant long-term results, there are other factors to explore.
Perhaps the program, although appropriately designed, was not
optimally implemented in Arizona and Wisconsin. Many constraints
in these projects may have impaired their efficacy; 1) Inmates .:
entered the program after a much longer period of incarceration
without its intended benefits; 2) The time constraints of the
research project necessitated: a) relatively short contracts
with rehabilitative programs accommodated to fit project dead-
lines; b) relatively heavy'case loads for Project Coordinators,
with perhaps inadequate time for consultation with inmates; and
c) rather hurried reallocation of staff, training, placement
and information services to accommodate program needs, etc.;
3) Because the program was new and untried, inmates were probably'
uncertain that Parole Board commitments would actually be *
honored. Any or all of these factors may have entered into
play to minimize the program's full positive impact. (However,

* :'it could also be argued that some of them, such as short contract .

periods, may have worked favorably, by giving all parties a
rather immediate goal. Similarly, the project's newness might
have elicited greater enthusiasm among all connected with it
and perhaps a feeling of elitism and esprit de corps which might
be missing from more broadscaleand routinized later versions
of the program.)
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I . 4
.. Regardix5 the recidivism outcomes of these projects, .

we dto not know what factors may have produced these results.*
Some researit evidence soggests.that well-employed individuals
are less likely be::recidivate. If this is true, then it is
possible that unless MAP.can make a difference in the employa-
bility of prisoners, it cannot reduce their post-release
criminal behavior. Yet, there are obviously Innumerable other
factors that influence whether a parolee will "go straight."
if the program did produce positive attitudinal and emotional
effects, they were apparently not sufficient to influence in-
;Wes' post-release behavior, at least in these two projects.

4 tom.. .

The problems of preparing PriSoners to return to the
communitYro

.4
ork and,to lead laW-abiding lives have challenged

t.
the eata .-Clo ections community. There have been no easy
solutions ate. As tried aiKantudied in Arizona and Wis.:
.consint Appt.apparently has not helped, either. Whether it can
reduce recidivism or improve employment inother settings can-
not be predicted from these studies- -there are too many unknowns.

FL Prisoner Attitudes: Arizona and Wisconsin

1, itial Altitudes Toward MAP

At intake, all the study sample members were given an
open-ended questionnaire about their "present thoughts, feel-
ings,Oquestions, worries, etc." about the idea of contract
programming*, Replies were coded as favorable, neutral or un-
favorable toward MAP, or mixed, uncertain, or conditional in

6 chareMr. Among the replies deemed codable (about 4/5), in-
mates inAkoth states were largely ambivalent toward'the program.
Only 201:10/ all the'inmates in .Wisconsin, and 45% in 'Arizona

agave consinbtently favor4le replies.

2? ortince of-knowledge of Date pf Release

rotates were also asked at intake how much trouble they
Vould be willing to go to in order to know just when they would
be released'. The 6. possible alternative responses ranged from

m.
*It Ass n suggested by Dr. Daniel Glaser, Department of
locilAmg U.S.C., that there is theoretical and empirical
groodding for the expectations that for advanced offenders,
"a .little education and vocational training accomplishment
prolAbl.r.bas negative effects on recidivism by creating un-
realii r ,_ pectations, while an appreciable amount (best
represenl= .y diplomas achieved and on-the-job training at
an iczes b.e type of employment) will reduce recidivism by
a greatee pipportion for those with the least prior success-
ful exppriame in school or work."
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"none". to "a hell of a' lot." About half the Wisconsin study
sample and about 2/3 of those in Arizona chose the high moti-
vational reply. In Arizona, there was a significant difference
between those who would later become contract and non-contract
experimentals (70.7% vs. 54.5 %,, respectively), but with hardly
any difference between those who would voluntarily decline a
contract or leave the program (54.8%) and those who would be
excluded by the, Parole Board or later removed from the program
(54.2%). In wisconsin, where non-contract experimentals
appeared to be more motivated than contract experimentals to
know their release datesNalthough not significantly; 53.4%
vs. 44.8%, respectively), there was a very significant differ-
ence between those who would later voluntarily decline a contract
or withdraw from the program (38.7i%) and those who would later
be excluded or rejected (64.3%).

3. Assessment of Program Benefits at Release by
Contract Experimentals

At the time of release, prisoners were asked a series
of 10 items about various ways in which MAP might have helped
them, with those under contract asked to respond in. terms of
whether it had helped them, and those not under contract asked
to indicate whether a contract would have helped them. If we
look solely at the reactions of contract experimentals in
Wisconsin and Arizona (the only respondents actually to parti-
cipate in the program and receive.its direct benefits), the same
general pattern of endorsement exists as for the whole study
sample,** with the release-related benefits receiving the high-,
est endorsement, and program operation benefits rated lowest
(see Table 10, listed in descending order of priority for the
total study sample). However, great state differences in enthusi-
asm toward the program are apparent (with Arizona contract
experimentals generally giving higher endorsement levels) as
well as somewhat different priorities among the program's
benefits.

It appears that fromKthe contract experimentals' view-
point, MAP's primary benefits were related to release certainty,
the possibility of speedier release, and improved post-prison
planning. This primary area of benefit is in accord with Wis-
consin staff perceptions (see pages 36-39). Note that while

*See Robison report for full study sample replies.
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TABLE 10

PERCENTAGE OF CONTRACT EXPERIMENTALS*
ENDORSING MAP AS "A LOT OF HELP" ON QUESTIONNAIRE
REGARDING PROGRAM BENEFIT AREAS: STATE RESPONSES

AND PRIORITIES COMPARED**

Contract Experimentals: Wisconsin
% Saying MAP a Lot of Help Priority Rate

Certainty of release date 1 83.8%

Help plans for outside life 2 54.2%

Earlier release 3 37.9%

Staying out of prison 6 31.3%

Interest in working harder 4 37.3%

Improving job prospects 7 30.9%

Easier time ,passage 5 36.8%

Better working programs 8 23.9%.

Improved staff interest 9 16.4%

Better access to prison prog..10 11.9%

Rate
Arizona

Priority

77.0% 1

70.3% 3

71.6%

65.8% 4

64.9% 5

59.5% 6

50.7% 7

31.9% 10

47.9% 8

40.5% 9

*Total study sample responses available in Robison Report

**Benefit areas listed in descending order, as rated by total
study sample response.
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the Wisconsin contract experimentals at release very strongly
endorsed the program's help in obtaining release certainty
(83%), they gave its value for earlier release rather weak
support (37.9%). By contrast, Arizona contract experimentals,
less sure of release certainty, were far more likely than their
Wisconsin peers to believe that MAP helped in obtaining earlier
release.

-;
Regarding the program's major long-term benefits, such

as reducing recidivism and improving employment prospects,
although neither group of contract experimentals gave these
benefits very high priority, Arizona inmates rather strongly en-
dorsed the program's help in these areas, with 65.8% agreeing
that the program appreciably helped job prospect In Wisconsin,
however, the rate of endorsement for these items was only 31.3%
and 30.9%, respectively. (Wisconsin contract experimentals like
Wisconsin staff members (see pages 36-39) apparently did not-
expect MAP participation to reduce recidivism appreciably.) A
similar state pattern of endorsement was seen regarding the
program's ability to make inmates "interested in working harder,"
with 37.3% of Wisconsin contract experimentals and 64.9% of
Arizona contract experimentals agreeing that the program was
a lot of help.

Among the 10 areas of benefit, contract experimentals
in both states rated lowest the program's short-term administra-
tive benefits, such as improved operation of prison programs,
improved staff interest in them, and improved access to prison
programs. It is difficult to determine whether the relative
ranking of program benefits by contract experimentals reflected
their greater concern for release-related benefits (and, there-
fore; greater perception of them) or whether the program actually
had relatively less impact in the other areas. This is obvi-
ously a subject for further investigation.

4. Attitudes Toward MAP (After Release)

Members of the MAP study sample were asked, at 1 and
at 6 months after release, about their opinion of the value
of the assistance MAP had provided. One item concerned post-
release employment, and another asked if MAP had helped "in
any way at all."

(a) General Benefits

Looking at the results for contract experimentals, we
find that after one month, 72% of contract experithentals in
Wisconsin and 71.4% of contract experimentals in Arizona believed
the program had helped in some.way (Compared to 29.8% and 13.3%,
respectively of non-contract experimentals). By the sixth
month, Wisconsin contractees 'were slightly more enthusiastic
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(78.3%) while Arizona contractees were less so (66.0%).

(b) Work Benefits

Regarding their job experiences after release, contract
experimentals were initially less sure of these benefits than
the general benefits cited above. At I month after release,
only 59.2% of Wisconsin contract experimentals, and 41.1% of
those in Arizona believed MAP helped at least a small amount in
making their job experience after release more pleasant or
productive. By 6 months post-release, their endorsement was
.greater,* with 70.0% in Wisconsin and 47.1% in Arizona sharing
this belief. These data do not appear to correlate in any
simple and direct way with actual employment outcome in the
two states.

G. Staff Attitudes (Wisconsin)

Although data collection in Wisconsin and Arizona was
focused on prisoner attitudes and behavior, there was one survey
of staff attitudes in Wisconsin conducted 9 months after the
-groject began. Staff members were given a 26-item true-or-
false questionnaire (see Appendix 0) which probed attitudes
and opinions toward "MAP cases"

and
experimentals), the

operation of the MAP program, and its effects on prisoners.
Answers from 62 staff members were codable--of which there were
19 work supervisors, 13 teachers, 9 vocational instructors,
7 counselors or therapists, 6 officers; 8 were placed in a
"miscellaneous" category.

Every questionnaire item was worded; "In general, MAP
cases..." The questionnaire was designed so that, in the opinion
of the researcher, 13 of the questions-if answered "true" would
be unfavorable.

Staff replies, arranged in descending order according
to the frequency of "true" endorsements are shown in Table 11.

Overall, staff reactions to MAP's major areas of
potential benefit were mixed. While a substantial proportion
believed the program resulted in earlier release, there were no
other presumed benefits that were as consistently supported.
(However, negative effects were also not widely endorsed; few
felt that there was a risk of staying longer, or that prison
operation was adversely affected.) Staff opinion was almost
evenly divided concerning motivational aspects of the project

*Although this result could be due to some attrition in the
sample.
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TABLE 11

LEVELS OF ENDORSEMENT BY 62 WISCONSIN STAFF MEMBERS

Tch. VI. Misc.

CONCERNING MAP EFFECTS*

Offr. Wk.Sup.All Staff Ther.
(62) (7) (6) (19) (13) (9) (8)

1. Earlier release date Bit
2. Programs hardly different

than before
79% +20%

3. Subjects more enthusiastic 48% +20%
4. Adjusted better 47% +20%
5. More interested in rights

than responsibility
44% -20%

6. Good influence on other
prisoners

42% +20%

7. Earned respect 40%
8. Made staff efforts. more

productive
39% +20%

9. Lived up to bargain 39%
10. Easier to work with 37%
11. Accomplish more than other

prisoners 36% +20%
12. Resented by other prisoners 34% -20%
13. More insight into problems 31% -20%
14. Treated less firmly 29% -20i
15. Got better program 01)1)- 24%
16. Held to higher standards 19% +20%
17. Promised more than delivered 19% *.

18. Less likely to recidivate 18% +20%
19. Disappoint. in program 14%
20. Benefit at others' expense 14%
21. Less respect for staff 14% +20%
22. Better prix. in program 13%
23. Do harder time 11% +20%
24. Hinder orderly operat. inst. St
25. Took up too much time 8% +20%
26. Run risk staying longer 3%

*Based on a 26-item true or false questionnaire
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such as better adjustment and greater prisoner enthusiasm (with
counselors and therapists more impressed than others with these
kinds of effects).

As to actual inmate performance in prison, staff mem-
bers were relatively unified in minimizing program effects.
Only 36% believed MAP cases accomplished more than other pri-
soners (although officers were more enthusiastic). A substantial
.majority did not find subjects easier to work with, more con-
scientiously living up to their part of the bargain, earning
more respect through their behavior and attitudes, or making
staff-efforts more productive (again, officers were more opti-
mistic than other staff on these issues).

Regarding social justice issues, staff did not view
unfairness or coercion as frequent problems. Very small per-
centages viewed MAP cases as treated more or less firmly than
others, with the larger proportion endorsing if anything, the
occurrence of less firm treatment. Similarly very few (11%)
thought that those with MAP contracts did harder time. While
a third (34%) saw MAP cases as resented by those with no con-
tracts, very few (14%) thought project cases benefited at the
expense of other prisoners.

It is difficult to assess the finding that the staff
members were relatively evenly divided in viewing MAP partici-
pants as more interested -in rights than responsibilities. Did
those who agreed imply that MAP cases did not take their respon-
sibilities seriously or just that they placed a higher value
on their rights? Would those who disagreed have described
prisoner priorities in reverse order?

Concerning MAP's effects on prison programming, 79%
of the staff agreed that "MAP cases have programs hardly dif-
ferent than before they got contracts," and only 24% thought
they had better programs. While this could be seen as a criti-
cism of the program, it should be noted that the program was
mounted with essentially no augmentation of services, and for
most prisoners, contracts came too late in their prison careers
and were tOo short duration to stimulate a significant shift
in activ. (The staff impression is supported by evidence
that about 3 of the job assignments written for contract
experimentals in Wisconsin and Arizona stipulated merely that
the prisoner would continue on whatever job assignment he held
before entering the contract. Similarly, with regard to skill
training terms, which appeared in about 3/5 of contracts writ-
ten in Arizona and Wisconsin, formalization of pre-existing
program arrangements appears to have been more frequent than
involvement in fresh commitments.)
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Regarding long-term outcomes, few staff members saw
MAP participation as a means of reducing recidivism. In this
regard, they were more pessimistic than the prisoners them-
selves (see pages 32-35) although prisoner endorsement was
also not high. (Staff members were not asked their opinion
about job preparation or prospective employment outcomes.)

While there was no clear relationship between the de-
gree of contact with MAP cases and sentiment toward the project,
there were patterns of response which differed by occupational
category. Instances in which a given category of staff departed
from the norm by 20% or more are noted in Table 11. By this
criterion, counselors and therapists were generally more likely
than other staff members to believe MAP brought changes in its
intended areas of benefit (e.g., enthusiasm, adjustment, higher
standards, lower recidivism, etc.). Officers' differences were
less consistent, although they were more likely to think that
staff efforts were more productive and MAP prisoners accomplished
more, while less likely to view staff as treating MAP cases
less firmly. Work supervisoks were particularly inclined to
find MAP cases showing less respect for staff, while teachers
were less likely to believe that MAP cases obtained greater
insight into their problems, and vocational.instructors were
less inclined to think other prisoners resented MAP cases.

Regarding the overall survey results, given the fact
that it represents only one of the two institutions under study,
these findings canonly/be regarded as suggestive. However,
they do indicate that barring release date certainty (or the
impression of earlier release), few of the program's major
presumed effects occurred with sufficient strength to elicit
broad staff endorsement.

H. Effast on Sentence Served

Although MAP was designed to assure certainty of release
date and not necessarily to shorten length of stay for prisoners
(although this effect would be considered desirable), the belief
was prevalent among inmates, prison staff, and State Project
Coordinators that MAP resulted in reduced prison time for con-
tract experimentals. In this section we will examine the extent
of these beliefs and the statistical evidence available to sub-
stantiate them.

.

1. Total Time Served

On the basis of the research study reported here, there
is no statistical evidence available to support the thesis that
contract experimentals gained earlier release than they other-
wise would. The issue ultimately rests on a comparison of the
time they would have served without contracts. There is, of
course, no satisfactory way to obtain this information, since
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TABLE 12

LENGTH OF TOTAL PRISON STAY
ExPERINENTALS vs CONTROLS
ARIZONA AND WISCONSIN

Mean Length of StaY

Controls Experimentals

Arizona 30.2 months 33.6 months - prison admission to data
collection cut-off date

(29.3 months) (33.4 months) - (prison admission
to release)

Wisconsin 23.8 months 22.9 months - prison admission to data
collection cut-off date

(25.3 months) (24.2 months) - (prison admission
to release)
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we cannot judge what the Parole Board would have done. Using
retrospective data for length of stay of another group with simi-
lar offenses also does not answer the question, since Parole
Board personnel and release policies can change over time,
even in the absence of the program.

A second line of objective evidence might come from a
comparison of the lengths of stay of controls and experimentals
who completed contracts. However, we cannot legitimately compare
the length of stay of these two groups because contract experi-
mentals are a selected part of the total experimental group.

A third line of analysis would be to compare the total
experimental group with the controls. Recognizing the problems
of such a'comparison (e.g. dilution of effects among experimen-
tals by those without contracts), if we do compare the time served
by experimentals and controls in both Arizona and Wisconsin,
there is no statistically significant evidence of a time saving,
as the state trends are contradictory (see Table 1.2).

In Arizona, experimentals and controls served identical
medians of 24 months. Using the mean, experimentals had served
an average of 33.6 months between prison admission and the May 31,
1974, cut-off date for data collection, compared to 30.2 months
for controls. Looking Qnly at those who attained release, the
averages are 33.4 months for experimentals, and 29.3 months for
controls. By either form of comparison, controls show about
three months less total time served than experimentals, despite
the fact that during the MAP study period, controls averaged
three months more than experimentals.*

In Wisconsin, by the close of the data collection period,
MAP experimentals who had been released were found to have served
an average of 22.9 months, compared to 23.8 months for released
controls. If subjects not yet released were included (issuing months
served to date), the full experimental sample served an average of
24.2 months vs. 25.3 months for the full control sample.

*Note that in Arizona, due to a flaw in the randomization pro-
cedure, experimentals had served longer in prison prior to project
entry than the controls.

It should also be noted as observed by Dr. Daniel Glaser, that
the experimental group in Arizona had significantly more murder
and robbery cases than thecontrols. For such cases, confinement
is longest, as a rule, and Parole Board discretion is therefore
greatest. This offense'selection bias should be taken into ac-
count in interpreting these findrngs.
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2. Staff Opinions

Unfortunately, there are no data avail*ble on staff
attitudes in Arizona, but in Wisconsin, where there was a
slight, but statisticaily nonsignificant time savings, staff
members 9 months after the project started, enthusiastically
endorsed the program's effects in shortening length of stay; 81%
of staff respondents agreed the- MAP cases were getting earlier
release than they would otherwise have (see pages 36- 37) and
only 3% indicated that MAP cases ran a substantial risk of
staying in prison longer.

3. Prisoner Opinions

At the time of project entry, many prisoners appeared
to believe that obtaining contracts would shorten their length
of stay. All prisoners (as yet unassigned to experimental or
control status) in the total study sample were asked to estimate
when they would be released, assuming two different conditions:
1) that they had no contracts, and 2) that they obtained con-
tracts. As shown on Table 13, 87.6% of the study sample in Wis-
consin, and 89.7% in Arizona expected release within 9 months
of project entry if they obtained contracts. By contrast, only
64.4% of the total study sample in Wisconsin and 44.6% of the
total sample in Arizona thought that release would occur within
9 months of project entry without contracts. (For Arizona in-
mates, the anticipated time savings by contract experimentals
were therefore somewhat greater than for Wisconsin inmates.)

In Arizona, these average group estimates of release
with contracts was remarkably accurate: 93.4% of those who
were to become contract experimentals had expected release within
9 months with a contract, and 94.7% actually were released with
contracts. Among Arizona controls, 43.8% predicted release
within 9 months without a contract, and 41.6% were actually re-
leased within that time period. In Wisconsin, on the other hand,
inmate predictions were overly optimistic; for both experimentals
and controls. There, 87.7% of the contract experimentals had
expected release within 9 months with contracts, but only 57.4%
were actually released by that time. For Wisconsin controls the
respective figures are 71.11 predicted without contracts, and
38.0% actually released within 9 months.

If we assume that inmates have an accurate estimate of
how much time they would have served without MAP, then the dis-
crepancy between their predictions and the actual time served
would indicate the time saved through MAP. If that assumption
were valid, there would appear to be a substantial time saving.
in Arizona, since only 40% of the contract experimentals had
expected release in 9 months without contracts, and 94.7% were
actually released with contracts. In Wisconsin, 69.2% of contract
experimentals had expected to be released within 9 months without
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PRISONER RELEASE
EXPECTATIONS

TABLE 13

MAP RELEASE TIME EXPECTATIONS
WITH AND WITHOUT CONTRACT

AND ACTUAL RELEASE
EXPERI- EXpERI-

STATE ALL ALL MENTAL MENTAL NON-
TOTAL CONTROL* EXPER.* CONTRACT CONTRACT*

Expected release
within 9 mo. with
contract

Expected release
within 9 mo. without
contract

W 87.6%
A 89.7%

W 64.4%
A 44.6%

93.0% 85.8%
85.9% 91.5%

87.7% 84.1%
93.4% 88.9%

71.1% 62.2%
43.8% 45.9%

69.2% 55.7%
40.0% 51.9%

ACTUAL RELEASE

Got release within
9 mo. with contract A

57.4%
94.7%

Got release within
9 mo. without contract A

38.0%
41.6%

*Note: Pre-release data collected at intake - before knowledge
of research status as experimental or control.
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contracts, and 57.4% were actually released with contracts,
suggesting (if one does not question the accuracy of the
assumption) that rather than a time savings occurring, they
actually served longer under MAP than thay would have without
contracts.

A survey conducted just prior to release (see pages 32-35)
indicated mixed prisoner beliefs regarding the program's help
in obtaining earlier release. Thirty-eight in Wisconsin, only
.37.9%, contract experimentals indicated that MAP did or would
have made "a lot" of difference in "getting me out of prison
earlier." However, in Arizona, 71.6% of the contract experi-
mentals agreed that a MAP agreement had made "a lot" of dif-
ference in obtaining earlier release.

A somewhat differently worded question, asked at the
time of release, gave inmates a chance to respond whether they
believed MAP had or would'have increased, reduced, or produced
po effect on their length of stay. Only 3% of Wisconsin cases,
and 4% of those in Arizona claimed MAP did or would have delayed
their release. Replies were otherwise quite similar to those
obtained to the preceding question, except that, given a chanc .!'

to agree that the program "reduced" length of stay, rather than
having to agree that the program "helped a lot" in obtaining
earlier release, the proportion of Wisconsin prisoner endorse-
ments of this item was increased. In Arizona, prisoners who
agreed that it had any effect were likely to claim the effect
was large.

In general, several types of prisoner attitudinal data
suggest that many contract experimentals in both states believed
that the program could and did shorten length of stay, with this
belief being particularly pronounced in Arizona. Yet, comparing
anticipated and actual release times (with. and without contracts)
for contract experimentals, we cannot reliably gauge whether
such savings occurred.

4. Project Coordinator Opinions

As expressed in interviews with this author, both
State Project Coordinators were conv_aced that there were sig..-

nificant time savings as a result of contract programming, and
both cited extensive anecdotal data to support their opinions.
Since State Project Coordinators serve as the prisoners'
advisors and spokesmen during contract negotiations with the
Parole Board, and enter into the bargaining process for actual
release dates, they have an opportunity to observe directly
Parole Board decisions regarding release dates. Gerald Mills.,
Wisconsin Project Coordinator, estimated that contract experi-
mentals served from 1 month to '1 year less than they would
have without contracts, with about 40% saving over 1 month,
and about 10% saving over 6 months. Victor Reyes, Arizona
Project Coordinator, estimated that there were often S. to 9 months
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savings, and occasionally savings of 3 to 4 years. According
to Mr. Reyes, who cited the observations of one Arizona Parole
Board member, many prisoners were released under MAP who other-
wise would not have been granted parole release at that time.
Further, contracts were granted to some individuals who had
stopped trying to obtain parole after several denials (with sev-
eral years left to serve) as well as to some who had recently
been denied parole (and would not normally have come up again
for 6-months or longer).

In summary, regarding the length of stay of contract
experimentals, it is difficult to reconcile the statistical
evidence of no time savings with the attitudinal data, particu-
larly regarding Arizona, where the discrepancy between the two
was greatest. If, as the Project Coordinators in both states
have suggested, there were appreciable savings for the contract
experimentals, perhaps there were savings as well for the controls.
It is possible that the presence of MAP brought about changes
in Parole Board decision making that shortened the length of
stay for both experimental and control groups, thus obviating
the gains realized by the experimentals. At present, there is
insufficient information available to resolve this issue, or
to suggest what might happen if MAP were tried in other settings.
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Th ly experiments .-in Arizona, Wisconsin, and Cali-
forniaAh#v Monstrated MAP'S feasibility and have given us
some i nto,the reactions of prisoners and prison person-

'nel. Haw rt'there are still a 'number of unnnswered questions
about whether MAP fulfills the objectives set forth on
pages 7). The following section will be addressed to consid-
ering sore.of these major questions, and, in the light of greater
experience, suggesting some directions in whiCh answers may be
found. While the initial MAP experimentals have yielded little
conclusive evidence that might bear on future MAP projects, they
have produced both greater awareness of the likely variables in-
volved, and greater appreciation of the limits of our knowledge
and assu pbions. This section is not intended to be an exhaus-
tive eSa fialltion of the statpAig knowledge concerning MAP; rather,
it is mese t to illustrate,rough the examination of a few
importan' ssues, the kind of inquiry still needed. It will
focus on of the program's main areas of anticipated short-
term benefit, and examine how the program might be structured
and implemented to achieve them more effectively.

. Inmate Attitudes and Motivation:
Cap MAP Result in Improved Attitudes Toward
Self and Increased Effort?

we's

.44 goals of MAP'directly or indirectly assume
a chant'i and/oq,effort by inmates which should
contribw to better performance in prison; and posSibly follow-
ing rel'eais BeyAnd the possbbe positive response of prisoners
to mo4p and humane trealunt (if they perceive it that way),
the prog psycliSlogical-"mpact is expected to stem primarily
from 1) i olvemenn.in dec miripg, with ilpatet' atsgmption
of responsibility.,AorotheirarAup behavior, and tingency
of release at a 4pOttific deteaa;ed upon the inmate' 4,1fillment
of objectives state in the contract. Psychologica eory,
based on substantiaS-eAPgical evidence,- Supports of these
.major assumptions: However, psychological studies 'dmdicate
that changes in motivation through promised rewar Parti-
cipation in decision-making Bepend on. a number pfo tors, as
yet only partially delineate
know Whether it results in g
nor do we know whether as a
have pre favorable attitude
are a nu
outco[Dxs

In the case4to 'MAP, we do not
r inmate involvement and effort,

salt of MAP participation inmates
toward themselves and.14fe. There

of factors which milaht be expected toafkect these
ong which might b
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1. The freedom with which the choice of individual
activities is made;

2. The quality and relevance of available resources
for prisoners to choose from;

3. Individual capability of prisoners to identify
meaningful goals, maintain effort to reach
them, and believe that they are worth reaching;

4. Prisoner belief that the rewards are valuable;

5. Belief that they must adhere to contract terms
and achieve a given amount by a specific time
in order to gain their reward;

6. Belief that the reward will indeed follow if
the effort is made.

we do not know to what extent any or all of these
conditions must be fulfilled in order to elicit appreciable
effort ey inmates. It appears, however, that in Arizona and
Wisconsin many of these conditions may have been only partially
met. How free were inmates to choose their own activities, and
how much were they coerced by "guidance" by others (even intended
in the inmate's own best interests)? :Given limited contract
time and rehabilitative resources, what alternatives were realis-
tically available to them? To what extent could prisoners assess
their own goals and work to reach them?

We have some evidence that the goal of release certainty
was a meaningful one for many inmates, but its effects were con-
founded by the expectation that early release would also result.
How does the possibility of early release color the choice of
rehabilitative programs? Does the reward conflict with the
goal of more appropriate programs? Are there other rewards
that might be more effective for given individuals? Should
the rewards, as well as the means to them be individualized?
Can the reward of release certainty provide motivation for im-
proved behavior after release? Would a succession of rewards,
extending into the release period be more effective? Do those
with MAP contracts have greater feelings of self-worth, dignity,
optimism, or responsibility for their.actions as a result of.
their participation? If not, why? Could positive feelings
elicited by MAP improve their behavior while in prison? Might
they endure, and affect long-term behavior after release?
At present we do not know. Answers to such questions require
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a type of attitudinal research which was not undertaken in
the studies reported here.

We are unsure how contract experimentals viewed the
conditions of their contracts. Did they know explicitly what
they had to do, and how well? Did they believe they could just
go through the motions of participation and obtain release? To
what extent did they expect the Parole Board to behave arbitrarily,
despite the presence of a contract?

If inmates are to feel that they must try hard, their
contracts must be relatively specific, explicitly stating the
level of achievement expected of them. And contract_ standards
must be enforced rigorously, so that all who perform satisfac-
torily are released, but only those. In Arizona and Wisconsin
were contracts specific enough? Did the fact that no contracts
were revoked for inadequate performance (except on disciplinary
grounds) reflect excessive vagueness of contract terms, leading
to laxity? How could contract terms be expressed more speci-
fically without risking excessive rigidity and perhaps unreal-
istic standards? (How many professional staff members are
qualified to predict accurately what a given individual should
be able to accomplish within a given amount of time?)

As MAP is now designed, with contracts up to two
years, usually signed at the beginning of incarceration, will
inmates be better able to assess and ascertain their goals
and design better programs to meet them? Will the graduated
rewards of a decompression model sustain motivation? Once
there has been more experience with MAP, and inmates know
how many contract experimentals actually are released and why,
will this information affect the quality of their participation?

*While attitudinal information might provide greater insight into
how and why MAP does or does not affect prisoner attitudes both
before and after release, there are those, including Robison, who
believe that the risks of obtaining such information outweigh
any possible benefits that might result. For these individuals,
there is a risk that attitudinal change, rather than overt per-
formance in rehabilitative programs might be used as a release
criterion, returning the parole process to the types of psycho-
logical criteria which have heretofore resulted in delayed and
arbitrary parole decisions. There is a further, related issue:
the extent to which individual psychological privacy of prisoners
can and should be invaded, even ostensibly for their own good.

Those who implement other MAP projects with a research component
will clearly have to decide for themselves '.hether the knowledge
gained by attitudinal investigation i. worth the risk of its
possible abuse.
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Given the program's structure, the Project Coordinator's
role will always be a crucial one in eliciting inmate participa-
tion and enthusiasm, in representing and enforcing the fairness
of the prison system, in advising (but not coercing) inmates as
they choose their rehabilitative activities, negotiate with the
Parole Board, and carry out their commitments. The role obviously
requires great skill and tact. How well can the Project Coordina-
tor maintain credibility as an inmate advisor and advocate, while
accommodating prisoner expectations to the realistic constraints
of finite rehabilitative resources and particular Parole Board
demands and requirements? We have had no thorough assessment
of the Project Coordinator's functions in Arizona, Wisconsin, and
California, (although evidence from one study of MAP* suggests

- that they were highly sympathetic to the prisoners' point of view)
nor do we know how they affected prisoner participation. Clearly,
in any future MAP projects, the choice of Project Coordinator,
and definition of the role will be important.

In soudary, although MAP offers a foundation for inmate
participati411 and choice, there is no guarantee that the program
can make inmates actually feel that they are participating fully,
or that it can elicit better effort on their part. Given the
fact that MAP is administered within a highly authoritarian sys-
tem, we do not know whether it is ever possible to achieve these
goals. We do know that if MAP is to achieve its full motivational
potential, it requires careful attention to the way it is imple-
mented, and great skill on the part of those who carry it out.

B. Social Justice

1. Can MAP Reduce Parole Board Arbitrariness?

MAP is designed to reduce Parole Board arbitrariness
by requiring that a definite parole date be set, by basing re-
lease decisions on relatively objective andrglplicit grounds,
and by holding all parties to the contract 'ccountable for their
actions. In its initial trials in Arizona and Wisconsin, it
appears that in adherence to parole date commitments and accep-
tance of contract terms based on performance criteria, the
Parole Boards in those states indeed behaved less arbitrarily
(even in Arizona, where changes in contract wording might have
permitted certain abuses of power).

However, there may still be some areas for arbitrari-
ness which deserve further examination. On the preceding pages
we have already alluded to the problems of contract wording.

*See doctoral dissertation by Ellen Dunbar, University of
Southern California, Los Angeles, "Politics of Policy Change"
1975, Department of Sociology and Urban Stud -ies.
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If contract terms are too vague, there is room for arbitrari-
ness in assessing contract satisfaction; excessive leniency
or harshness in interpretation may result. If terms are too
rigidly defined, unrealistic demands may jeopardize contract
fulfillment. In either case, the program would not be fair.

While MAP can affect release date certainty {assuming
that contract terms are adequately specified), we do not know.
whether it can affect the way release dates are set. Parole
Boards may set release dates as they wish, within the bounds of
custom and law, for whatever reasons. Does the presence of the
Program Coordinator and the bargaining process that is inherent
in MAP influence the way release time decisions are made? Are
they now on a less arbitrary basis than before? Does MAP invite
shorter sentences or longer by focusing on individual needs?
What would be fair and ndn-arbitrary standards for sentence
length? Is it reasonable to expect that MAP's rehabilitative
goals could be met if. all inmates were released at the minimum
eligibility date? (Would MAP, as currently structured, be
necessary?) Would the presence of an outside arbitrator bring
about greater accountability for Parole Board members concern-
ing their release decisions and criteria?

An additionl area in which Parole Board arbitrariness
may still exist concerns their approval of inmates for contracts.
Although inmates may meet the program's general eligibility
standards (which have tended in the initial projects to be
extremely broad), the Parole Board may then impose its own un-
stated standards and reject those individuals they consider un-
suitable. In the Arizona and Wisconsin projects, individuals
were rejected ostensibly on the grounds that there would have
been insufficient time to complete their contracts within the
project's time boundaries. However, a comparison of background
characteristics of those accepted or rejected for MAP suggests
that other criteria may have been operating, such as the level
of education or training achieved prior to the project. While
the presence of such criteria may be valid, there is obviously
room for abuse, unless they are shared. Did inmates in Arizona
and Wisconsin who were rejected for MAP feel fairly treated?
Did the absence of complaints indicate satisfaction, or the
lack of an adequate outside arbitration mechanism? It seems that
if there is to be less arbitrariness, there should be more
arbitration.

2. Does MAP Have an Adverse Effect for Those Without
Contracts?

MAP attempts to introduce greater justice and humanity
into the criminal justice system. Ideally, if it improves the
fairness with which prisoners are treated, it should be accessible
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to all. Because MAP was new and untried, it was introduced in
Arizona and Wisconsin on a limited basis,,with only a relatively
small group of experimentals permitted to participate. What
were the program's effects on those not allowed to participate?
Acco ingto the Wisconsin staff survey, about one-third of the
sta thought MAP experimentals were resented by other prisoners.
What were the greonds for this resentment? Did they disagree
with the fairness of lottery selection? Were they simply
jealous that they did not have access to what they believed
would be earlier release? Did they feel that they had less access
to desired activities because MAP contractees used up the avail-
able slots? Did they feel that those under contract were treated
more leniently, or more supportively? There are suggestions
from the Arizona and Wisconsin studies that in some ways they may
have benefitted somewhat from MAP, through expansion of rehabili-
tative resources (especially in Arizona), and perhaps from a
tendency for the Parole Board to grant earlier release to both
controls and experimentals. Did they perceive these as benefits?
At present, we do not know how the program's presence affected
them.

As long as MAP is offered to less than the full inmate
population, and as long as there are insufficient rehabilitative
resources to accommodate all who wish to use them, there will
be questions concerning MAP's fairness to prisoners as a whole.

C. Administrative Effects

1. Does MAP Result in Easier Inmate Management and Discipline?

The MAP concept assumes that if inmates are treated with
fairness,are held accountable for their actions, are allowed to
participate in activities they consider relevant, and are re-
warded for their effort, they will be better behaved in prison,
and easier to work with. While ideally better behavior could
come about through a genuine sense of responsibility and involve-
ment, it might also arise through the simple realization that
one at least needs to "keep one's nose clean" if the contract
terms are to be satisfied.

In Arizona and Wisconsin, there is no objective evidence
available by which to judge the program's effects. While there
were disciplinary infractions (some of which were sufficiently
serious to jeopardize contracts), they appeared to be considered
as infrequent, and the Project Co..rdinators believed that in-
mates were better behaved under MAP. (We do not know the rate
of disciplinary infractions for the control group.) In Wisconsin,
the impression that inmates were better behaved apparently was
influential in the program's adoption on a state-wide basis.

In attempting to assess MAP's effects on inmate be-
havior, it is difficult to obtain objective evidence, since the
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judgment of disciplinary infractions rests with staff. Over-
reporting, or abuse of power is obviously possible with MAP, as
is underreporting. (There are indications from one staff mem-
ber in Wisconsin that staff members there tended to be lenient,
to avoid jeopardizing'inmates'chances of contract completion.)
There are at present no safeguards to assure that reporting will
be fair, other than attempts to share the program's procedures
and goals with staff members, and to invite their honest parti-
cipation.

In the absence of objective information, we must regard
the question of inmate discipline as unresolved. It seems likely,
that even in the absence of deep motivational and attitudinal
changes, many inmates would attempt to stay within disciplinary
bounds, -if only to achieve the program's rewards. If the program
can achieve deeper motivational impact, the chances of improved
behavior are in all likelihood increased. But this, too, is an
unanswered question.

2. Does MAP Result in Reduced Total Time Served and
Reduced Costs to the State?

There are many aspects of MAP which in principle
should lead to a reduction in time served. The presence of a
certain release date, set in advance, contingent on satisfac-
tion of relatively objective criteria is likely to reduce arbi-
trary delays and parole denials. In addition, there is the
possibility that contract negotiations will result in shortened
stays in exchange for additional contractual requirements,
particularly if the Project Coordinator is effective.

However, as mentioned earlier, whatever pressure MAP
may exert on Parole Boards, ultimately release time decisions
remain their prerogative. Essentially under MAP all that can
reliably be controlled are delays in the parole review process
itself, or parole rejections for arbitrary reasons.

It was not possible to demopstrate statistically a
time savings in Arizona or Wisconsin, despite a prevailing
impression among prisoners, staff, and Project Coordinators that
it occurred. We do not know what would happen in other settings.
If, as was suggested earlier, the presence of MAP resulted in
shorter stays for both experimentals and controls, there would
obviously be a significant savings in time and money. At present,
it cannot be demonstrated.

Could MAP result in reduced costs other than through
reduced stay? Because MAP provides a basis for knowing in
advance when prisoners will be released (assuming that most
complete their contracts), it presumably could aid in more
rafional planning and allocation of prison services and personnel,
since both prison input (calculable from known court loads and
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sentencing practices) and output could be better estimated. In
addition, since it encourages advanced program planning, future
demands on prison resources could be known. If MAP indeed can

mresult in more effective use of services by highly motivated
inmates, it also can offer benefits in greater payoff for money
invested, particularly if Its intended long-term benefits of
improved employment and reduced recidivism can be realized.
Any of these effects might Lead to reduced costs to the state.
However, it appears, on the basis of the initial MAP experiments,
that they cannot be achieved without greater expense in staff
and services. While an economic analysis of MAP1s costs and
benefits cannot be undertaken here, it is obvious that if the
program were undertaken on an institution-wide or state-wide
basis (as it would have to be to achieve its planning benefits),
it would require extensive augmentation of staffing and services
to accommodate MAP contract requirements. it would also re-
quire a rather sophisticated information system to match inmate
requests for services with available resources, both within
and without the prison. In all probability, placement services
for post-release employment would also have to be expanded.
Whether these expenses would be offset by eventual savings
through greater efficiency in internal operation, and perhaps
savings through better inmate employment or less returns to
prison cannot be determined at present. It 'should be noted
that in Arizona and California, the program was not implemented
state-wide partly in recognition of the immediately increased
costs such changes would require. In Wisconsin, however, and
in a number of other states ( see page 58 ), the program
has been adopted on a state-wide basis, apparently on the assump-
tion that the program's eventual benefits will justify or off-
set the initial cost.

3. Does MAP Result in a Rehabilitative Program More in
Keeping with Rehabilitative Need?

Becaude the MAP program is individualized and based
upon inmate participation and choice, it appears to offer an
opportunity for an appropriate match between inmate needs and
rehabilitative services. The program deliberately requires
inmate participation rather than Parole Board prescription,
on the assumption that inmates can assess their own needs in
the areas of job training, coursework, skill training, therapy,
etc.. (with guidance from staff and the Project Coordinator).

upon:

I'

The success of this aspect of MAP probably depends

I. The inmates' knowledge of theirselves, their needs,
and the demands and opportunities of the society
to which they will return;
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2. The breadth and quality of services available;*

3. The quality of information available to the
Project-Coordinator concerning the inmate and
the rehabilitative resources that might be used;

4. The diagnostic and vocational guidance skills
of those who help inmates prepare their contract
proposals;

5. The time available for inmate consultation and
service coordination;

6. The willingness and ability of staff and Parole
Board members to strike a balance between overly
manipulative bargaining with inmates (even for
desirable rehabilitative ends) and unduly per-
missive indulgence of inmate wishes which may
sometimes be unrealistic or require too little
effort;

7. The duration of contracts and their relation to
release date considerations.

*In these initial MAP projects, it was assumed that, as Robison
expressed it, "...the nature of MAP programming concerns not
so much the availability of enhanced program resources as it
does the nature of the formal relationship between the prisoner
and whatever resources happen to be currently available."
Therefore, minimal research attention was given to examining
how background characteristics, contract terms and services were
related to one another, and to outcomes. Similarly, there was
no extensive invsstigetion of ways in which the 1ervices re-
ceived by MAP experimentals may have differed from those
received before the program, or by controls. However, since
according to Daniel Glaser (Journal of Research on Crime and
Delinquency, July 19-74), there is a relation between the quality
of the prison learning experience and later recidivism (see
footnote on page 32 ); these variables deserve further examina-
tion.
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In the pilot MAP projects in Arizona and Wisconsin,
inmate initiative and choice was apparently, encouraged, but
in a context of existing staffing and services. Since contracts
were of short duration, and implemented late in most inmate's
period of incarceration, we do not know to what extent the specific
contract terms for individuals represented a compromise between
what was actually wanted and needed, and what was (a) available,
(b) feasible within the project's time constraints and existing
training cycles, (c) acceptable to the Parole Board, and (d)
reasonable in the light of whatever rehabilitative activities
inmates had participated in prior to the project. Nor do we know
the information base upon which these decisions were made.

Clearly, the Project Coordinator's role is pivotal in
guiding inmates to assess their life goals and shape an appropriate
program. As mentioned earlier, we do not know what skills were
brought to this very difficult.role. In all probability, even
if Project Coordinators and inmates were able to devise an
optimally appropriate rehabilitative program, it could not have
been carried out within the constraints of the pilot projects.

The Parole Board's role is also of great importance.
Since they too have input into the contract terms, their sugges-
tions must be appropriate to actual inmate needs. In Arizona,
where contract negotiations tended to be formalized and Raxtici-
pation in therapy or counseling routinely required of all con-
tract experimentals, it is doubtful whether contracts always
reflected the wishes of those who signed them. (In one case,
in Arizona, an inmate refused to sign once he realized that
therapy would be required).

Because the experiments in Arizona and Wisconsin were
subject to special constraints which probably would not be
present in other projects, it would be difficult to predict how
well rehabilitative programs might be designed under MAP in
other settings. As indicated earlier, counseling individuals
about their life goals, and providing appropriate services to
help individuals meet them requires great skill, time, informa-
tion, and probably money. Even assuming the presence of skilled
staff and a wide variety of available services (as with a
voucher system), there are still questions remaining about the
ability of prisoners to assess and articulate their occupational
and therapeutic objectives and determine which resources best
suit their needs.

4. Does MAP Result in Improved Coordination of Training_
and Release?

One of the primary reasons for MAP'S development was
to improve the coordination of training and release. It was
assumed that once a release date was known, it would be easier
to plan training schedules so that training termination coincided
with release.
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There is evidence from the pilot MAP studies that des-
pite the presence of a certain release date, and efforts to co-
ordinate training and release, there was nonetheless a lag be-
tween the two for many prisoners. For example, in Arizona, the
skill training condition was often on the verge of completion
(and sometimes already completed) at the point of contract entry,
and yet the contractual release date was usually set some months
away, in violation of the MAP tenet that release should coincide
with completion of training.

Greater attention to the administrative workings of MAP,
particularly the intermeshing-of training and release plans and
facilities may reveal better ways of accomplishing the program's
ends. Clearly, while MAP can provide a facilitative mechanism
for smoother, more efficient administration, considerable effort
is required to see that these effects actually occur. We do not
know whether, beyond the initial negotiations required to imple-
ment MAO in a particular locale, the program resulted in contin-
ued closer planning and coordination between the Parole Board and
corrections personnel in Arizona and Wisconsin. If it did occur,
what forms did it take, and how could it have helped inmates and/
or the system? Obviously, the coordination of training and re-
lease can be accomplished in two major ways: by adjusting training
program choices and times to fit with release times, and by set-
ting release times which are concordant with training time re-
quirements to reach a given success level. Fragmentary evidence
from the programs reported here suggests that the first method
Was used in these two projects, partially because of their time
limitations. Further study is needed to determine the optimal
procedure for assuring maximal benefit from prison programs with-
out necessarily delaying release.

It is important to remember that although coordination
may be desirable, it does not of itself necessarily produce en-
hanced prisoner performance before or after release (unless the
quality of post-release performance is critically dependent
upon the recency of training).

5. Is a MAP Contract Legally Valid?

A major unknown administrative area regarding MAP is the
legal status of the contracts themselves. Despite legal research
suggesting that the contracts are valid, unless or until they
are challenged in court, there is no way to know their status in
the eyes of the law. To date, no contract violation suits have
been brought by inmates.

According to a memo by one legal consultant to the MAP
project staff,* there are a number of legal questions as yet
unanswered. In his opinion:

Perhaps the most basic legal question presented by the
MAP concept deals with the right of an incarcerated
individual to enter into a binding contract and the

*Milton Gordon, Esq., Internal memo, May, 1975. UCLA - Law School,
Los Angeles, Proposal for legal Resource Document, June, 1975.
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secondary question as to his right to enforce the
conditions of a contract.

Case law has progressed from the concept presented
in the early 1900's that an inmate was a ward of the
state and possessed only those rights as the state,
in its humanity, granted to the inmate, to the
series of cases developed since 1940 which led to
the position that an inmate retains ail the rights
of a free person except those taken from him, speci-
fically, by statute or are taken as implied by the
fact of incarceration. The vast difference between
the two legal concepts and the wide grey area in-
between have enormous implications for the MAP
contract....

Amolg the legal questions posed in this memo are:

1. Is a contract made by an inmate and a governmental
agency enforceable? By the inmate? What is the
correct remedy for a breach by the Board of
Parole or the Department of Corrections?

2. What is the implied obligation of the Department
of Corrections in providing services?

3. Does the MAP contract give rise to any obligation
by the state to provide the type of training
that would be acceptable in the community?

4. If a contracted service becomes unavailable in
the middle of a training program, is the inmate
required to renegotiate a contract or has he or
she fulfilled the obligation?

5. To what extent must MAP be offered to the entire
prison population? In the event the criteria for
selection are vague, would an inmate not on MAP
be able.to force the Board of Parole or the insti-
tution to offer a MAP contract?

6. Can someone be refused MAP because of the length
of his sentence, type of crime, age, prior
record, etc.? What criteria could be used?

The tenor of these questions suggests that what might at first
appear to be social justice issues may indeed be legal issues.
Clearly, considerable thought and legal research are required in
designing and implementing MAP contracts and programs within the
current-"grey area" of the law.

is
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v1/. PROGRAM MODIFICATION AND DISSEMINATION

Since the three initial MAP experiments, the program
has been adopted on a statewide basis in Wisconsin, and at
present(Jul/, 1975) is in operation on a project basis in 6
other states and the District of Columbia. In Michigan, Mary-
land, Maine, Florida, and Massachusetts* (as well as Wisconsin)
it has been adopted in the state prison systems. In North
Carolina it is being tried at three different institutions, at
three levels: youth, adults, and women.

Contract programming is also under development in Ten-
nessee, Delaware, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Georgia, Indiana,
Minnesota, Colorado (both in state prisons and in a city jail,
where it is tied to pre-trial intervention), and in Canada.

On the basis of the initial MAP trials described in
this report, some modifications have been introduced into the
program. In all states where the program is now in operation
or pending, the program is designed to be offered to inmates at
the beginning of incarceration. Contracts are, to run for not
more than two years, following a "decompression" model whereby
an inmate earns progressive freedom in discrete stages, from
maximum to medium to minimum security facilities, to work re-
lease, and finally to parole. Some states, such as Minnesota,
have accepted the addition of a mandatory and binding arbitra-
tion mechanism, using an ombudsman as arbitrator.

Although California did not continue the MAP project,
it provided a model for subsequent programs in Maryland and
Massachusetts, in which MAP is linked to vouchers for rehabili-
tative services (in these two cases, for services to women inmates).

Given the need for greater research data on the impact
of MAP throughout the institutional system, project staff has
urged all states adopting the program to build a research com-
ponent, starting with an assessment of existing rehabilitative
resources. When research data are available from these new MAP
projecta it may be possible eo assess the program's strengths
and weaknesses with a wider data base, a longer and much earlier
period of contract implementation, and greater confidence on the
part of all contract participants that their commitments can and
will be honored. Perhaps(many of the questions still unre-
solved in this document will lain greater clarification.

*Pending funding.
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VIII. CONCLUSIONS'

Mutual Agreement Programming, first tried on an experi-
mental basis in Wisconsin, Arizona, and California is an approach
'to prison and parole reform whose potentially far-reaching
effects are still largely unknown.

As designed, the program is intended to provide the
relatively immediate benefits of release data certainty (and
possibly shorter prison stays), less Parole Board arbitrariness,
greater inmate participation and choice in rehabilitative activi
ties (with greater effort and self-esteem resulting), easier in-
mate management, rehabilitative programs more in accord with
rehabilitative needs, better coordination of training programs
with release, and more rational allocation of prison resources
and personnel. These effects are expected to contribute to the
long-range outcomes of improved inmate employment and reduced
recidivism.

On the basis of the two early pilot projects in which re-
search was primarily focused on long-range program effects on
recidivism and employment, it appears that prisoner rehabilita-
tion is not MAP's major area, of benefit. Using either outcome
measure, experimentals did not perfOrm significantly better than
controls. At present we do not know why. However, given these
findings, it is unlikely that the ,program can or will be justified
by its long-term rehabilitative effects (unless other studies, in
other settings provide more definitive demonstrations of its
efficacy).

There are suggestions from this study and from data in
the hands of project staff that MAP can and does yield benefits
of a more immediate sort, both humanistic and administrative.
The pioneering projects have shown MAP to be a feasible method
of assuring release date certainty, acceptable to prison admin-
istrators, inmates, and Parole Board members alike. The presence
of a known release date can facilitate (although not necessarily
guarantee) other benefits, such as reduced inmate anxiety and
more realistic post-release employment planning, improved coor-
diantion of training programs with release, and more rational
and efficient administrative planning.

MAP appears to reduce Parole Board arbitrariness (although
not entirely), and to place release decisions on a more objective,
explicit and rational basis than formerly. Despite MAF's effects
on release date certainty and release criteria, the program has
not yet provided demonstrable time savings in prison terms.
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-4,Whirether the program` can improve inmate management is
still an unresolved issue, although impressionistic data sug-
gest -that it can. (Contract experimentals are not free of dis-
ciplinary problems, however.)

At' As yet there is little information about MAP's impaCt-
on,inmate motivation and attitudes. While we do know that almo*t,
all of those with contracts in Arizona and Wisconsin were moti-
vatedPto complete them, and performed satisfactorily in the
eyes of the institutional stay and Parole Board members, we do
not know their level of effort. or the psychological benefits
they may have gained.

The program appears to have facilitated the coordina-
tion of training programs and release for many inmates, but not
all.

* Me to not know, for the initial MAP projects, whether
rehabil4tatilit programs were more in accord with inmate needs.
While their may have been some gains, due to greater inmate
participation and initiative, constraints unique to these projects
limited imilp,options, resulting in continuation, for41 y in-
mates, in7itivities undertaken prior to project AtTAW

It is still unknown whether more rations
allocation'of prison services resulted from the i
projWs, sVice these effects are likely to have o
the research tudy ended. (Subsequent developmen
where the program has been addYted on a state-wid
that these effects can occur iftadequate resource

and
el MAP
ured,eper

Wisconsin,
*(iggest

allppated.)

Given thenovel and limited- nature of the
studies, it is difficult to predict the program's
other settipgs over longer time periods. The into
sensitivity with which MAP is implementelis likely
its outcomes, particularly regarding to quality of

AP

e e and
af'ect

mate;' par ti-
cipation opportunities. In addition, tfte quality o counseling
in contract term selection, and the types and qualitissfservices

*tottered appear to be critical variables.
. . L

t
,MA tentially has a catalytic effect on t oorrec-

tional sys stimulating, numerous :changes which mil Ilit the
efficacy an inanity of prison*. ,fit is not yet kn ow long
it takes for the program's full -impact to be felt.: is assumed
that program effects will be large34 confined to ed be-
havior and motivation of inmates balfOre relei41 just
and fair treatmentof inmates, and to administfative 9 its.
It is of course.possible that the program may also yietd4mproved
prisoner oftcomes after release, but we have no grounds at
pAsent for such expectations. Obviously, many questions remain
concerning MAP's full impact on inmates and the correctional
SyoS .011't
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While the program's total impact has not been assessed,
there has been sufficient evidence of its more immediate effects
to stimulate its actual or potential adoption in over 15 states.
The MAP concept is still under development. Current MAP pro-
grams reflect changes suggested by these initial trials. It is
expected that with further implementation and study the program
can be refined to better yield its intended benefits for inmates
and the system of which they are involuntarily a part.

A;
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1.

APPENDIX A

MAP IN CALIFORNIA

Of the three MAP models, the California model is probably
the most divergent in design. The basic contract has been re-
worded and substantially changed (see Appendix C), and an indi-
vidual voucher referral for training of the inmate's choice in
the community has been added to the program. This variation
was designed to test the efficacy of training in the community
versus training in the institution. Although data collection
in California was planned to parallel that in Wisconsin and
Arizona, problems in program implementation precluded the possi-
bility of carrying out the experimental design as planned. It
was carried out instead' as a demonstration project with no con-
trols. For these reasons, the California experiment is described
separately here, although there are aspects of the program that
have a bearing on the interpretation of findings in Wisconsin
and Arizona.

The California MAP program was intended to involve a mini-
mum of 60 men, all of whom were at the California Institute for
Men located at Chino, 40 miles east of Los Angeles.. Thirty men
were to serve as controls, following the normal prison living
and training patterns. The 30-experimental participants were
to receive individualized benefits, training, and residence at
the Central City Community Center (CCCC), a former hotel close
to community training facilities where schooling and on-the-job
training were 66'take place.

Under the voucher system (an experiment new to the cor-
rections system, although previously tried in public housing
and education programs) prisoners were to be allowed a specified
amount of "credit" (from $500-1000) for purchasing training and
education of their choice. Transportation and incidental ex-
penses were covered by an additional $55 monthly stipened.

*It is significant that Chino was the testing ground in Cali-
fornia for MAP. One of the first experimental and demonstration
project to discover the difficulty of programming training to
coincide with release dates was conducted at Chino (see "Trans-
portation Oppottunity Program...*The First Three Years," obtain-
able from the National Technical Infoxmation Service. Springfield.
Virginia 22151, No. PB 202934).
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California inmates were subject to two sets of selection criteria.
"California inmate selection criteria was particularly stringent, in
that inmates had to meet the standards set down by the Adult Authority
as well as a provision against heavy drug history by the community
center. The Adult Authority required that candidates be within 6
months of their minimum eligibility for parole and not be committed
fo:: a violent offense. The first group of eligibles was drawn from
newly received inmates at the reception center and selection repre-
sented an alternative to the normal lengthy period of incarceration
in California. This group consisted of direct court. commitments
and inmates who were returned by the courts after a 90 day diagnos-
tic study. The second group of eligibles was drawn from inmates at
the institution who had already served part of their sentence and .

were coming up soon for a regular parole hearing. The Adult Authority
was granting very few parole dates during this period so that selec-
tion for the second group represented an earlier release.

..Because of delays in program implementation (resulting from
the difficulty of obtaining funds for prisoner stipends, and arrang-
ing payment for community center bedspace and board, and a "security

,package" of salaries and overhead costs for correctional officers
and a parole agent), as well as problems of obtaining an adequate
number of experimentals and controls, randomization was aborted; and
eligibility was progressively redefiiled so that the number of cases
finally granted contracts had already completed a part of their ex-
pected prison stay, with more than half of those who finally ob-
tained contracts entering prison during 1972 or earlier. A total
of 45 cases had proposed training programs fully developed for
Parole Board consideration, but two were lost through transfer to
other prisons before decision. The Board denied contracts to 18,
despite their initial screening. Of the 25 who obtained a contract,
9 subsequently lost it (usually for excessive drinking, absence from
the community center, or smoking marijuana). It should be pointed
out that all 9 failures were achieving at least minimal educational
objectives and none were arrested for any reason. Nine of those
obtained a contract were from minority ethnic groups, and of those 6
lost their contracts. For the 21 of the 25 cases granted contracts
who provided prior earnings information, 8 with past earnings over
$700/month held their, contract, and 4 out of 5 who had not reached
$400 lost theirs.

Of the 16 who completed contracts, most managed to estab-
lish themselves in training-related jobs, although in many instances
all their marketable skills after training cannot be attributed to
their rather brief exposure to the program. During a follow-up
interview in July, 1974, it was found that 9 were employed full-time,
2 working part-time, and 2 were unemployed. Three others were un-
available for follow-up, 1 having moved, 1 having absconded, and 1
being in the county jail. Of the unemployed, 1 was unable to con-
tinue his $6.25/hr. job as an air-conditioning mechanic because of
asthma, but was hoping for retraining in another field, and 1 un-
employed since release was being supported by his family while seek-
ing funds to resume diving training.* Overall then, of those inter-
viewed, 11 of the 12 who were capable of employment were employed.

*It was later learned that training did resume, but was soon termi-
nated by the individual's death during a diving exercise.
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This represents a small number of men but is suggestive when con-
trasted with the usual 25% unemployment rate for California
parolees.

One of the part-time employed was working on commission
in sales, recuperating from an eye operation, the other was
continuing his office machine training, loading freight at
$7.40/hour, and repairing typewriters on his own. He had left
three different typewriter repair jobs because of low pay:
$3.50 /hour.

Among the full-time employed, 1 after returning to the
dairy, was now working as a machinery mechanic at $4.80/hour,
hoping to resume helicopter pilot training begun in prison.
Another, self-employed in vending machine repair, also worked
full-time as a restaurant night manager at $150/week.

A third, who took prison training in cosmetology rather
than the brickmasonry he wanted, first worked in construction
for an uncle at $8.00/hour, but was advised by his parole agent
to leave because both parolee and uncle had drinking problems.
He was now working at $2.50/hour in a car wash, hoping to become
assistant manager.

One case had been employed full-time since release in
photo mosaic work at $2.45/hour, while another worked since
release at $5.35/hour as a quality control inspector in ship-
yard repair. Still another had held steady employment at
$3.05/hour as a candy sales representative. One individual,
who had decided a few weeks after release to work on his own
in a salvage business and raise animals was earning $500-600
a month.

A case who had changed jobs once since release was cur-
rently working full-time at $6.25/houx while holding a part-time
position as a cook and preparing to enroll at a junior college
for further machinist training. The last case held a position
as instructor in computers at a technical school since release,
earning $5.00/hour, and was enrolled at a local university to
obtain a teaching credential.

These parolees, whose commitment offenses included man-
slaughter (1), burglary (2), auto theft (2), grand theft-fraud
(1), forgery or checks (6), receiving stolen property (1),
conspiracy to commit misdemeanor (1), (and two for whom no
information was available), came into the MAP program with
probably better work preparation than the average prisoner, and
higher average earnings. Their prior occupations had included
a mobile home developer, real estate manager, supermarket mana-
ger, auto wholesaler, computer operator, heavy equipment opera-
tor, journeyman carpenter, salesman, truck driver, cement finisher,
paste up and plate operator, vinyl repairer, janitor supply sales-
man, and cow milker. Nonetheless, their post-prison employment
record and earnings are notable. Their training plans and arrange-
ments were generally successful, and were prepared rapidly by
the State Project Coordinator with minimal resort to or consulta-
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tion from specialists in vocational rehabilitation or to formal
assessment of vocational interests and skills.

Among the 16 MAP completers, only two might be said to have
had totally unsuccessful outcomes (1 absconder, 1 in jail).

At this time in California, there is little future for the
continuation of,MAP, or for the individual voucher referral system,
with present state resources. However, the basic groundwork done

, in reaching the present operational level should permit basic man-
power considerations in the future, under different circumstances,
and with new guidelines. There is strong support for the MAP con-
cept, and it is hoped that the future will see larger scale imple-
mentation in the.state, should funds become available.

The demonstration of MAP feasibility with vouchers in Cali-
fornia has served to stimulate adoption of similar programs in
Massachusetts and Maryland. (A reviewer of the draft of this manu-
script who was intimately familiar with both development and opera-
tions of MAP in California made the following written comments
which we include for the benefit of the reader).

Postscript: "The California model was conceived when the Adult
Authority was in a period of prograr experimentation. It
was developed as a prison diversion'project meant to demon-
strate that with adequate program resources newly committed
inmates could safely be managed in a community center with
better program results. By the time the program became
operational, however, the Adult Authority was operating
under new guidelines which suggested stringent paroling
criteria and maximum use of prison facilities.

Needless to say the program was in trouble. Contracts were
denied to the first three cases presented and all were forced
to a full Adult Authority vote. Department personnel withdrew
some of their enthusiasm and took a "slow down, wait and see"
attitude. Most Adult Authority members would have backed out
of the project if they could have done so gracefully. But
they were already committed on paper.

The year-of implementation was spent with the Adult Authority
as the "reluctant Bridegroom." Special hearings finally had
to be set up with the Adult Authority chairperson making the
decisions because uncooperative members simply. refused to sign
almost any contract. Inmates who violated house rules were
summarily returned to the institution even when strong recom-
mendations were made to keep some of them in the program.
Continuous pressure was exerted for more rigid criteria.

It's important that the political context in which the project
had to survive be understood. That it survived at all while
reoresehiihg a direct contradiction to the prevailing politi-
cal philosophy (up to and including direct communications from
Governor Reagan) may be the biggest achievement.
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With all the problems the results still would compare favor-
ably to the best attempts at correctional intervention.
Given another day, another place, a supportive climate, who
knows what could have been achieved."

s
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APPENDIX 8/1

WISCONSIN IEP (INTENSIVE EMPLOYMENT PLACEMENT)

The Wisconsin MAP model includes arrangements for Intensive
Employment Placement (IEP) -- services concentrated in the 60-day
period preceding release to parole, and offered to both Control
and Egperimental subjects of the MAP study sample. Services are
provided by the MAP project staff and the Wisconsin State Employ-
ment Service: the first 30 days are focused on assessment of
skills and familiarization with employment application and inter-
view procedures, and the second 30 days are devoted to arrange-
ments for actual. job interviews. -

As stated in a MAP-IEP bulletin of May 14, 1973, "There
are several goals in IEP. The primary one is helping men still
in the institution phase of their sentence obtain offers of
employment to which they can go upon their release to parole.
Another goal is to obtain job interviews in the community dur-
ing the 30 days prior to parole."

IEP Release Forms were received for 128 of the 129 sub-
jects released through September, 1973. Inquiry on the foims
is addressed to seven successive thresholds of program accomplish-
ment:

1. Was the prisoner offered IEP?
2. If offered, did he accept involvement?
3. If accepted, were IEP services actually provided?

(vocational aptitude testing, counseling or
training in job finding or jo-b keeping, and/or
efforts to assist in arranging job interviews)

4. If any services provided, were any interviews
actually conducted?

5. If conducted, did interview produce a job offer?
6. If job offered, was prisoner slated to begin

employment?
7. If slated, was the job related to prison training

or experience?

Except for the transition between stages 3 and 4 above,
a majority of the cases arriving at any particular stage succeeded
in traversing that stage. The major problem in the system was
found to be securing job interviews for prisoners--only one-third
(311) of the cases for whom services were provided obtained a job
interview prior to release. Even if it were possible to overcome
this particular problem, the progressive winnowing at other stages
would still produce a high,level of attrition.
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It was possible to offer the services to 91% of the sub-
jects sought for II*. Seventy-five percent of those to whom
an offer was made accepted. Some form of IEP service was pro-
vided for 91% of those who accepted IEP. Of those subjects
for whom it was possible to arrange a job interview, 76% re-
ceived an offer of employment. Eighty-four percent of those who
received such offers were actually slated to begin employment,
and two-thirds (68%) of those so slated to begin had obtained
work in an area related to prison training or experience. Never-
theless, only eleven of the 128 cases, or 8-1/2% of the total,
arrived at the point of securing a training-related job, on the
basis of an IEP arranged job interview.

a
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APPENDIX B/2

"INTERACTIONS - WISCONSIN MUTUAL AGREEMENT PROGRAMMING"

by Gerald Mills

In May of 1975, Dr. Robert Foster, Office of Manpower ,

Research and Development, Wisconsin Department of Labor called
to ask if I had reviewed the draft of "An Evaluative Summary of
Research for the Mutual Agreement Program," by Anne H. Wsenfeld.
Yes, I had read and commented on it to the Project Director
Leon Leiberg.

Dr. Poster's next question was would I prepare a short
intimate, personal view of selected MAP interactions. My affirma-
tive answer and followup efforts have resulted in the following
description of MAP interactions.

Interactions between MAP Coordinator - Inmate

To begin MAP with an eligible institution resident two or
three introductory sessions were held with them to explain in de-
tail Mutual Agreement Programming. During these sessions many
questions were answered for the inmate. One of the key factors
leading to individual acceptance of MAP was the assurance that each
person could, opt out at any stage - without prejudice as to future
parole board decisions.

As an individual MAP eligible would say "I'll give it a
try" and the introductory sessions were completed, I made prepara-
tions to begin construction of the MAP proposal with the resident.
These preparations consisted of studying and making notes about the
psycho-socio- legal background of the resident.

The MAP candidate, after identifying himself as a pati-
cipant, was given a blank proposal to fill out. A general dis-
cussion about program availability followed. Some proposals were
filled out immediately, some taken back to the living unit and
returned at an agreed-upon date. In several instances the resi-
dent made plans for a family visit on the weekend. During the
visit the proposal was discussed and some items prepared at that
time. The proposal was also discussed with prospective employers
and attorneys. Many men advised they had discussed their MAP inten-
tions in group counceling. Many of those meetings resulted in
program design in the pidposal.
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The inmate and the coordinator always developed the
final proposal together, reviewing the proposal item-by item.
This session usually climaxed the proposal preparation. If you
could imagine being a counselor and advocate helping a person
establish a program for improvement, solving personal problems,
obtaining requested services and a guaranteed release from
prison, then you have some idea of this phase of the MAP coordi-
nator's job.

The final proposal was typed, reviewed by the candidate
and if it met with his approval, was signed. If it did not meet
with approval the resident and MAP coordinator met again to
determine objectives. The most frequent proposal disagreement
was with the unrealistic requested release dates by the residents.
Many men, even after extensive counseling, presented proposals
which included release in 60 to 90 days following negotiations.
In those instances I counseled and recommended what I thought
to be a reasonable alternative between the resident's date and
what the parole board would offer. Also of critical.value was
completion of programs to increase job skills.

In all instances when a man insisted on proposing a
release date and program content, that date and content was
the final proposal.

The MAP candidate and coordinator retained a copy of the
proposal. A copy was sent to each of the following: The
parole board, parole officer and institution representative.
If a proposal included a graduated release plan-, a copy of the
proposal was sent to the work-education release supervisor.

The resident took the proposal to each of the line staff
responsible to deliver a requested service on contract. This
provided line staff the opportunity to become directly involved
with the individual MAP candidate. The overall response to this .

procedure was very gratifying. For every person who contacted
me to question why they had to become involved, there were ten
who indicated a desire to become more active in working with
residents and the MAP philosophy.

Many inmates professed that when discussing the's-behavior -
discipline portion of their proposal with the "man" (officer-
guard) they were surprised in the interest and cooperation they
received. -

The coordinator guided the inmate in arranging for con-
tracts with institution staff, met with the inmate and staff and
acted as an intermediary in helping to establish objectives.

Prior to negotiations the coordinator spent up to one hour
detailing what would happen during the meeting advising the inmate
on what to expect. In the instances when there was a question of
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program delivery, the negotiations were suspended to make the
necessary contacts to ensure service delivery. The recess might
extend for several days while a contact was made with responsible
persons outside the institution. Sometimes in the inmate-
coordinator training, the coordinator play-acted the role of the
parole board and asked the resident to respond to the questions.
Since each inmate was new to the negotiation it was the coordina-
tor's role to prepare the resident for the session.

In the negotiation, the resident and coordinator presented
the proposai. The resident was expected to take an active role
in explaining the proposal and discussing how it would meet his
individual needs.

The coordinator had at least three roles in negotiations:
as inmate representative, moderator and MAP specialist. Pilot
project MAP negotiations lasted from the shortest of approximately
30 minutes to the longest in excess of two hours. The shortest
negotiations were required by initially acceptable proposals,
which needed only presentation, clarification, and ratification.
When questions arose about program content, release date, criminal
history, length of sentence and motivation, the negotiations be-
came quite lengthy.

Frequently negotiations were recessed while conferences
between common interest parties were held. Then negotiations
were reinstituted. The inmate and coordinator usually used
these recesses to review and evaluate their position.

Following negotiations, each participant received a copy
of the signed MAP contract. The MAP recipient and coordinator
discussed the responsibilities of the resident. The institution
representative notified each person responsible for an, agreed-
upon item in writing.

::

Each 30 days the, MAP coordinator met with the inmate to
provide the opportunity to discuss progress, problems, and feel-
ings about the program.

Most contractees were highly motivated to meet the terms
of the MAP contract. The interviews were some of the most satis-
fying I have experienced with men and women in prison because the
majority were motivated to attain the goals in their contracts.
Thus the interviews expressed a new attitude toward goal attain-
ment, release to parole and responsibility. .

We encouraged the MAP participant to discuss MAP problems
with the housing officers, work supervisors and teachers. This
was done by asking the inmate if there were any staff with whom
they could communicate without fears. If they identified such a
staff member, the coordinator explained how the inmate might use
the staff member as a sounding board for ideas or problems.

&
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Parole Board - MAP

The first time, the parole board reviewed an individual
MAP proposal was after it was mailed to the central office, two -
three weeks prior to negotiationt. After receiving the proposal,
the parole board administrator assigned a board member to review
the files, prepare a summary statement and place it in the file
for the parole board member in the MAP negotiation. The summary
statement provided one basis for decisions by another parole
board member during actual contract negotiations.

With this procedure, more than one parole board member had
input in MAP negotiations. The same was true for the institution
representative as to the program content, extent and commitment
of services.

If after contract negotiations, a parole board member be-
lie4ed that the contract did not agree with the memorandum, that
member would prepare a justification statement to explain and
support the-action taken.

As role definition was established there were several
general areas the parole board identified as their major concerns.
These included: Why should MAP be used instead of the established
parole hearing procedure? What does the inmate expect to attain?
How does the proposed contract affect the behavior which resulted
in imprisonment? How will this proposal influence an inmate to
be a success on parole?

There were also parole board questions which led to dis-
cussion about community, personal and family problems.

The parole board, in negotiations, frequently played a
strong motivational role with candidates who had long histories
of criminal behavior. They discussed the prior criminal records
and apparent lack of positive skill training, education and em-
ployment record. The resulting team negotiations,resulted in
MAP content with steps leading to completion of training, trans-
fer to community-based work release facilities and the opportunity
to obtain employment. This was referred to as a graduate release
plan.

. *

With. some MAP candidates the parole board member seemed
to have tittle difficulty in accepting the target release date --
especially those in the non-assaultive, short-sentence group.
Other MAP candidates were to find short-length contracts available
only if they had served a considerable amount of their sentence.
There were occasions when according to the parole board member MAP
provided the only opportunity to be released prior to the manda-
tory release date. Through MAP, inmates who had previously shown
little or no motivation to complete any training and had been be-
haviorial problems in the prisons, "cleaned up their act" and were
given contracts based on the promise that they would successfully
complete their behavioral and programmatic objectives.
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Even though the MAP procedures imply equal input from all
parties there was no question about who had the power. The
final decision of a target release date was made by the parole
board. The fact that Wisconsin has a board composed of dedicated,
well trained corrections professionals was a major factor in the
successful planning and operation of MAP in Wisconsin.

Release - Mechanisms

To ensure release on or before the specified release date
for successful contract completers, the following steps were
taken, following previously established operational procedures:

1. The pre-parole date - 120 days prior to release was
set which became a focal point for both release planning and
evaluation of program progress.

2. At 60 days prior to release, a MAP report of progress
took the place of the former parole board hearing and decision.
If all program reports indicated successful movement toward
timely completion the resulting "60 day report was a signal for
the board to prepare a parole decision." The resulting "parole
order" was sent to the institution, resident and parole agent by
the parole board.

3. At 15 days prior to the MAP target release date a final
notice was sent to all parties, includfrig the parole agent. In
Wisconsin the parole agent was responsible to prepare a release
order. This final 15 day notice signaled institution release staff
to chltd: for release orders, set up release steps to guarantee
timely release in accordance with the contract. There was no in-
stance of tardy release during the pilot project. We did sign a
few contracts for a weekend or holiday. In every instance if the
inmate had successfully completed the objectives the parole board
approved release prior to the agreed-upon target release date.

We had a few MAP-participants who when within 30 days of
completion discovered their parole agent had transferred or re-
signed. The institution staff on each occasion contacted super-
visory parole staff who cooperated beautifully by personally pre-
paring parole release orders or assigning the responsibility to
a designated parole officer.

2

With the coordination and cooperation of the several involved
groups there were no instances of failure on the part of the state
to either deliver services or release to parole in accordance with
the MAP.

Conclusion

If MAP is to be implemented at an individual prison:yr state -.
wide, I believe it should begin with controlled intake! - A planned, It
coordinated training program is needed for all groups in Corrections,
including judges, potential employers, and interested community groups.,
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MAP's full. impact on corrections is.as yet urimeasured ,-,, My

active participhnts inn-making. MAP participa d
'to

n-
opinion, one of its outstanding effects is tO make

tify what they will do to gain rele&se and are prime M.,7,tirs in
achieving their ttaiihg goals and attaining parole. MR also

4..)
stimulates many. staff members to beCbm involved actively in
helping inmates achieVe. their contract.' J3jectiVes. For those
directly involved in MAP, it is demanding, requiring accounta-
bility and responsibility but highly rewarding.

,
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APPENDIX C

SAMPLE CONTRACTS

1972

Nada and sores Ermifil.
lan Of Cennedene

row C-2N

1 . MCKAL AGREEMENT pkockAmmitic co:v fRACT

WISCONSIN

Pronanne
Intlennere made this day between byligjg, pertly of the fora part and

WIsconsen (ernctoanal Insulution. la. Womensen Punk Board, and Hoe Weseenom
Depanrnein of Hal* and :awl Semen. by the Secraary Mined. parties of the
second pan

Wirrneurob MO for and in cunoderation of the mutual emenems ared Drumm,
bemeofter ate And, upon all perms lencue bang (MR and compleitty Informed en
the pawners, and upon mawg and sec 00000 along haw all prom effete,
emcmines, and imeemeatts the pains do hereby connect cifiellial and awn as
fellows.

Pen 1 Roma
I John Pop. oodentand and ego to sueassfully complete lac °haw@ as

they its reennally uuttoul se Peet (V below we eansiderittatt tot a smarm date
of pool. I undersiond thee. 41 any looc.1 may pettifint tar a rencreivateen of tles
comae, I well to the hest of my &belay tarry out the ohnsleses of Ibis mew,
and realise chat Wore to do so all awl and wpm tin comma

Pan H Was*.
(. David A Johnsen, tepteseniinr Ire \Coronae tenement lesiounon, arra

to most& ern incessiny program nod saws specified to Past (V MOW to end*
John 1.1% in oupely and succeedully complac the oho:coca of and palorm the%
coetwai.

Pact ill Parole lewd
I. Donald I. Quota. of the %mom.' Parole Bead, tepecientabg the Seen.

lam of the Depanmeee ;f HmIth and Sakti Serous, :wee thou the above named .
Mamie well be patoled me or Wane Aaron Ia. 1975. CONTINGENT vros HIS
SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION of Ms elopecoveie mentoned below as areected to
me by nu Slate MAP Ptepifil Coordifialar

Pert eV Objettine

I. Sall Damns
Complete Bane Webber and compkic meant phase of aucptem Heather

2. Work 'snowmen'
Comma. work wegnmeno when not In sehoul

Educateun
Complete preparalnla tor and lake II ED If not passed re-study and again late the
SIED.

a lifiltifilent
Cantutue Indian droop partecepaiion Become waived in a minimum at ifight
coonsedne mavens. The mime.. must In with a professoonal WCI mei manta:
areas to he covered in ihe counselled all include former problems assoceatcd wyh
ihe are of alcohol and successfiel problem solving methods fa the anure. Char
areas may be 'waded by mutual elperowni

$ Cheatiline

6 Other
fete negoomeng leant endorses elltentaifit and prams ts a Cheap of program a a
mamba eacento wimp after compleung the &secures under No I. 1 and 4, lf
the NED deptonto Is teamed after along the test en Ntrambier, lInt conirace can be
reason:ad for an anal wok dolt.

Proonces Name John Doe Number 49999,9

Target Release Don Augurs 107.) Dole Ihn Sheer Prepand Somalia 9,1972

Pte V luferprehMen Pniveldna
Cantact umeellinam, nagenen or rautgottation shall take plate itt

cordonce weld Mc ienne and presumes of the approved ifincomta Mode, August.
5972. (of Mutual Agnomen Programme* as amended and en effect on the date
hereof All summons. ewes or Reruns moaner detammeiton of maenad
oomph:tan of any conotact program of service arcane shall in decoded by tin
MAP Project Coordonator. Proof to loos decision ihe Propel Coordonann shall caw

Successfully Campine hot the purposes non contract 'neteetsfelly complete'
shell mean compkied wok a rumor Rode of maluntoon of coodmotiry, when the
assemble capabohnes of Mc innate. ion the Speed* motaam ne Urine obstifitie
bang evaluated by toe respernohle staff member &impend Its the tildradifill program
or service objecove

sell with both the tomato and lb. prostate seat member who made the evaluation
mavens successful oomptaion. and, la in Coordinator's dimmtion. he May
mifillifie and consult platy with the irmac and staff member ream-Him such
questa,' or Mame, of with any other meson haat., material factual information
reepodens such malice or depute, The decision of the Prow Coordinator shall
he m MOIR and shall see fora ok Ras on wreck n ls based and shall Mat the
reasons far the decneon. The propel Coorduiater's decision shall be howl and
bonding en act parties hereto.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF the ponies endaserned base haunt. mu their
hands and seals Hon Orb dayof November. 1972.

(Swned) John Den (SEAL)
Inmate

Approted

Manna Gerald 1. Molls
Noma Coordernior
Mutual Agreement Vreprifinallap

2.

:te.
polMeadoeilne

1 hod agreement made ibesday batmen Johe Due ASP 99999. the Ancona De-
.4ifiarhatal of C'orreeteoes, and Ow Arvona Peale road &Mei inulifil ram.

Modems and melees an endoveduolved program la WPM. John Dec
wecessfal cemmonety adsontoem Enlowner ukase test Made Mt lama apes
as fallow.

Pan I Mawr
i. Jelin Dec. understood and erne to successfully complete web u among

made on as esareanore of ans(actiory waken 00) reasenahR reirodadoes the ohne-
Ma outlined en the. document on tomadcramen Ex u manioc don of parole

t emanated that. stony tow, I May (whom for u teifittollehifil M tbn ogre.,
meal I well to the hen at my ohnoly catty 5101 at ifiptettim and mac that law

do so toll cancel ot

Pen If Oereetreeni of Contrition.:
I: Run Green, reprmeottair the (apartment nif correction,. ogra to phpifile

Ille accessary programs and saws specified ee PAR; IV aka to enable John
Doe ost smeessfaty complete the olonetwev of 111b agreement

Pan off Para. Send
We. Knob E Edwards. and Walter a licit. members uf else Ancona Heard

of Pardons and Paroles. agree Mel the above meow! Inmeite will he pureled On of
before July I. 1971, CONTINGEN I UPON 1111 SLICCESSIR COMPLETION
of the objeciews mendoned kilns as (oohed to as by Mc Stele MAI. Propel
Coen/moor bet solaces to minimal dots) to alloy aumenoinelet psectminp net to
exceed ten oolong days heyead the specified date,

Inmate's Name Atha flop

(Sifincd) Donald L. Quaosa ISEAL)
Mcnikr Board of Parole

(Serned) Dead A. Johnsen (SEAL)
leselatioo Reifieleulaliit

Planned) %Votig ) SChreadl (SEAL)
Secretary. Department of
Hark and tiona/Services

PAROLE e-C ORRECTIONS PROJECT

MET4 Al. AGREEMENT PROaRAM
ARIZONA

o. /

Dale Sevembef 21. 1972 Release laic Julie I. 1971

Pan 11* Objecodes

t. Educanon

2 salt Tom er ehte leeplesd
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APPENDIX D

MUTUAL AGREEMENT PROGRAM INSTITUTION STAPP_QUESTIONNA/RE*

INSTRUCTIONS: The "MAP" demonstration project for contractual
agreement between prisoner, parole board, and institution staff
has been in operation for several months. We would appreciate
your impressions and opinions about the project, and your judg-
ment about what, if any effects -it is having upon prisoners
and the operation of the institution.

A. RESPONDENT (check one)
Teacher Vocational Instructor-- ----Work Supervisor Other: .

S. I have worked with about MAP cases (prisoners with contracts).
C. I am acquainted with about MAP cases (prisoners with

contracts).

Counselor or Therapist

IN GENERAL:

1. MAP cases take up too much of'my time. (8%)
2. MAP cases are easier to work with. (37%)
3, MAP cases accomplish more than other prisoners. (36%)
4. MAP cases show less respect toward staff. (14%)
5. MAP cases benefit at the expense of other prisoners. (14%)

- 6. MAP cases are held to higher standards than other
prisoners. (19%)

7. MAP cases hinder the orderly operation of the
_

institution. (8%)
8. MAP cases are better mainly because only the better

prisoners get contracts. (13%)
9. MAP cases get significantly better program

opportunities. (24%)
10. MAP cases are a good influence on other prisoners. (42%)
11. MAP cases adjust better than before they were given

contracts. (47%)
12. MAP cases are getting earlier release dates than they

would otherwise have. (81A)
13. MAP cases make my own efforts more productive. (39%)
14. MAP cases conscientiously live up to their part of

the bargain. (39%)
15. MAP cases are treated less firmly by institution

staff. (29%)
16. MAP cases have programs hardly different than before

they got contracts. (79%)
17. MAP cases are resented by other prisoners who have

no contracts. (34%)
18. MAP cases are more enthusiastic about program

involvement. (48%)
19. MAP cases OP harder time than other prisoners. (11%)

*"True" response percent shown in parentheses.
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20. MAP cases will be less likely to recidivate because of
the contract experience. (18%)

21. MAP cases run substantial risk of staying in prison
longer. (3%)

22. MAP cases were promised more than can be pro.vided. (19%)
23. MAP cases are disappointed with the program. (14%)
24. MAP cases are more interested in their rights than

their responsibilities. (44%)
25. MAP cases obtain more insight into the nature of

their problems. (31%)
26. MAP cases earn respect through their behavior and

attitude. (40%)

I
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